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Abstract
This dissertation examines the institutionalization of two reproductive policies –
maternity protection and liberal abortion – in the world during the twentieth century (19202014). Focusing on international cooperation and contention among various actors – states,
organizations, movements, and domestic groups, it investigates how two policies have emerged,
developed, and diffused. Empirical analyses find following results.
First, the International Labor Organization adopted maternity leave policy, along with the
prevention of women’s night work, as a protective measure for female workers after the end of
WWI. However, the new human rights framework challenged protective measures, which led the
deinstitutionalization of night-work treaty, while maternity treaty was transformed into a gender
equality policy. Analyses of the ratification and denunciation of these two ILO treaties show the
importance of state motivations: states committed to the norms of labor rights are more likely to
participate in all types of behaviors, while high-status states symbolically sign these treaties, but
are not concerned with changing the disfavored norm.
Second, the maternity treaty, not being widely ratified even by those with favorable
policies, nonetheless has a significant and enduring effect on domestic policy by increasing
iii

generosity of maternity leave. The effectiveness of treaty is enhanced where citizens have
domestic institutions such as democratic elections and an independent judiciary or when they
have strong representation of female legislators. These domestic institutions extend the duration
of influence the treaty has on domestic policy.
Lastly, liberal abortion policy was widely diffused during the last century, but is still
highly contested. Focusing on two international advocacy movements, this study shows that
women’s right movement has a strong and radical influence on liberalization. The ambivalent
birth controllers do not exert independent influence except when they are met with domestic
interest groups. And a country’s susceptibility to liberalization is dependent on network position
(both of ego and alter). Yet, this position-based adoption results in limited diffusion in which
liberalizers do not influence restrictive countries.
This dissertation sheds light on political processes in institutionalization by highlighting
the motivations and interests of political actors, the role of domestic political institutions, and the
hierarchal positions of states in international networks.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

My dissertation examines the institutionalization of reproductive policies around the
world. I focus on international cooperation and contention around the issue of reproduction
looking at two seemingly contradictory policies - the protection of motherhood and the
liberalization of abortion. My dissertation traces these two policies from the early twentieth
century when the current system of world polity emerged with the establishment of the first
permanent multinational cooperative body, the International Labor Organization (ILO), and the
proliferation of international non-governmental organizations (INGO). With data on the whole
population of countries over a period of almost one century in which the environments of world
polity changed substantially, this study will highlight how the changing nature of the
international environment and the cooperative and contentious relationships among diverse
actors – states, organizations, movements, domestic groups – influence reproductive policies and
ideologies regarding gender, family, employment and reproduction.
Maternity protection was one of the core issues that enabled transnational cooperation
after the end of World War I. The ILO adopted the convention of maternity protection as one of
their first six treaties at the time of founding in 1919, promoting compulsory maternity leaves
before and after childbirth. Maternity leave policy, along with the convention prohibiting
women’s night-work adopted by the ILO in the same year, began as a protective measure that
was intended to protect female workers from physical and moral harms caused by employment.
The rationales for these measures were based on an idea of women’s specialized roles and
familial functions as mothers and wives (Berkovitch 1999). However, maternity policy was
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successfully re-framed as an instrument to promote gender equality in the labor market after
World War II under the emergent framework of human rights. However, the legitimation of
maternity policy is not accompanied by a higher rate of acceptance of the treaty: As of today, 88
percent of countries provide maternity leave policy, but only 38 percent have ratified the treaty.
In contrast, night-work treaty preventing women from working in some industries and working
night shifts enjoyed much more popularity than the maternity treaty with a ratification rate of 52
percent at its height. However, that treaty is now considered obsolete under the new framework
viewing women as entitled to the same rights and opportunities as men in all domains of the
public sphere, and countries started to denounce their ratifications since 1947. The ILO itself
abrogated its two earlier versions of night-work treaty in 2017 (ILO 2017).
Abortion policy represents a very different reproductive policy from maternity leave in
that liberal abortion policy has been one of the most highly contested policies. Legal abortion,
which is generally discussed in the context of reproductive rights, is by no means legitimated in
the international community and remains contested in ways that other human rights are not.
There is no international agreement regarding abortion, and major international organizations
have been hostile or neglectful with respect to abortion issues while a transnational coalition of
anti-abortion activists has been increasingly active (Boyle, Kim, and Longhofer 2015).
Nevertheless, having once completely criminalized abortion throughout the world, countries
have experienced an emerging trend of liberalization. The first liberalization event happened in
1920 in the Soviet Union, and as of today 67 percent of countries have laws allowing legal
abortion at least to preserve a mother’s health, while half of them permit abortion for broader
reasons or on request. Behind this diffusion were the international movements advocating liberal
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abortion in the name of reproductive rights or health. These advocates avidly sought to build
international networks to overcome weak domestic legitimacy and found their bases in INGOs as
early as 1900. Yet this incipient cooperation was soon divided into two separate movements,
namely the birth control movement and the women’s rights movement, and each developed
different rationale of liberal abortion and advocacy strategies in ways that increased
competitiveness between them and controversy surrounding abortion policy. Recently,
liberalization has been at a slower rate and is facing a backlash in restrictive legislation and court
decisions.
This dissertation analyzes the whole picture of how two reproductive policies – maternity
protection and liberal abortions – have emerged, developed, and diffused in the world during the
last century. I tackle these questions by conducting three empirical studies. In particular, I
analyze the ratification and denunciation of two ILO treaties on maternity leave and women’s
night-work in Chapter 2. And then I examine the effect of maternity treaty on domestic policies
in Chapter 3. The last chapter, Chapter 4, investigates the liberalization of abortion focusing on
the roles of two international advocacy networks. While each chapter makes individual
theoretical and empirical contributions, here I review the three overarching themes of this
dissertation – (1) the relationship between diffusion and institutionalization, especially the
influence of institutional contestation on that relationship, (2) the importance of network
positions of countries in the international diffusion of policies, and (3) the agency problem in
institutional literature.

3

Diffusion, Institutionalization and Contestation
Most studies of institutionalization have equated the prevalence of a practice - policy,
behavior, or structure - with an indicator that it has become institutionalized (Hannan and
Freeman 1989; Tolbert and Zucker 1996). However, diffusion and institutionalization are distinct
processes and different theoretical constructions – the former concerns with how things flow,
whereas the latter concerns with how things become sticky (Colyvas and Jonsson 2011, p 30;
Jung and Mun 2017; Schneiberg and Clemens 2006; Strang and Soule 1998). Yet, institutional
scholars have mostly focused on the virtuous cycle between diffusion and institutionalization
partly because they have examined successful cases in which new practices are gradually
adopted and ultimately institutionalized (Denrell and Kovács 2008; Rogers 2003; Strang and
Soule 1998). Recent studies started to explore other possibilities especially in the context of
institutional contestation. Some find that the diffusion of controversial practices is not
accompanied by institutionalization but rather triggers counter-movements (Bernstein 2003; Jung
and Mun 2017) whereas in other cases the prevalence of controversial practices results in
substantial legitimation (Fiss, Kennedy, and Davis 2012; Fiss and Zajac 2004; Sanders and
Tuschke 2007). The literature is still lacking systemic understanding about causal processes
underlying such different consequences. This dissertation aims to fill this important gap in the
literature by disentangling the relationship between diffusion and institutionalization through
studying four policy cases.
Before delving into the discussion about this dynamic relationship between diffusion and
institutionalization, it is imperative to define key terminologies first. Institutionalization is a
much debated concept in social science with many different connotations, but the most omnibus
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conception is the following: Institutionalization is both a process and an outcome, representing
the manner of attaining a social order that regulates behaviors in a social system as well as the
state of having realized this order repetitively (Colyvas and Jonsson 2011; Jepperson 1991;
Meyer and Rowan 1977; Tolbert and Zucker 1996). The key to understanding institutionalization
is that an institution becomes self-reproducing without substantial recurrent mobilization and is
invulnerable to contestation (Jepperson 1991). Prime examples would be marriage, voting, or the
tenure system in academia.
Focusing on cultural and cognitive aspects of institutionalization, sociological
institutionalists emphasize legitimacy, defined as “a generalized perception or assumption that
the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed
system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions (Suchman 1995:574).” Legitimization of a
practice comes with obtaining a crucial form of normative support which will strengthen
reproduction of the practice insofar as this relationship takes place. It is not impossible that
illegitimate practices got reproduced1 but they are much more vulnerable to contestation and do
not constitute successful institutionalization as a special type of reproduction of social orders,
defined by Jefferson (1991). Therefore, I confine the following discussion of institutionalization
to legitimated practices. As Suchman argues, sociological institutionalists understand that
“legitimacy and institutionalization are virtually synonymous.” (Suchman, 1995: 576)

1

Two examples may be informative to understand the relationship between legitimacy and reproduction.
First, prostitution is one of the oldest examples of an illegitimate institution. No one thinks sales of sex
(both selling and buying) is legitimate but prostitution has existed virtually unchanged from ancient times
(long history). Second, child labor is outlawed in most modern countries but still prevalent in some parts
of globe (prevalence). We can find numerous examples of illegitimate practices being reproduced for
reasons other than institutionalization, and in fact the concept of decoupling is theorized to point out the
continuous gaps between practices and rules (Meyer and Rowan 1977).
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Then which practices are depicted as legitimated? The axiom in the literature is that a
practice is more likely to be legitimated when it is tightly embedded within wider institutional
environments – in terms of congruence with higher-order cultural frames such as justice or
efficiency (Haveman and Rao 1997; Meyer and Rowan 1977; Rao, Monin, and Durand 2003) or
endorsement by legitimate authority or high-status actors (David, Sine, and Haveman 2012;
Maguire, Hardy, and Lawrence 2004; Sanders and Tuschke 2007). In other words, a practice is
legitimated by its connection to established norms and actors and thus to borrow legitimacy from
institutional environments (David et al. 2012). This is applicable to innovative practices as well
(Leblebici et al. 1991; Sanders and Tuschke 2007). By contrast, institutional contestation occurs
when a practice is inconsistent with deeply institutionalized norms and values. Sanders and
Tuschke (2007) define the institutionally contested practice as violating all three of pillars of
legitimacy: legislative, normative, and cultural-cognitive legitimacy (for the definitions, see
Scott 2008). Contested practices are viewed as threatening fundamental identities of
organizations or dominant values of society.
On the other hand, diffusion allows a much simpler definition, and refers to the spread of
something in a system (Strang and Soule 1998). The increased incidences of a practice do not
necessarily mean that the practice is good or bad, as is apparent in the case of diseases or
delinquency. Diffusion scholars have shown that inefficient or illegitimate practices can be
widely diffused (Abrahamson 1991; Centola, Willer, and Macy 2005). Yet institutional scholars
have considered diffusion and institutionalization almost as equivalent and interpreted the
prevalence of a practice as an indicator of its being accepted and thus being legitimated.
However, recent research identifies cases in which the high prevalence of a practice does not
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result in institutionalization but rather triggers a counter-movement (Bernstein 2003; Jung and
Mun 2017). A controversial practice can be widespread due to the political mobilization of an
interest group who attempt to institutionalize their preferred practice. Under high levels of
contestation, the prevalence of controversial practice will intensify tension by triggering countermobilization by resistant groups, and may further diminish the chance of institutionalization if
resistance is not muted or eliminated.
Another discordant case in which prevalence and institutionalization do not match is
when a practice is deemed to be legitimate, but the participation rate is low. Colyvas and Jonsson
(2011) talk about the case of academic patenting which has been highly institutionalized but the
participation rate of actual scientists in patenting is very limited. There must be some barriers in
participating in this highly esteemed activity perhaps due to limitations in resources such as
research funding, skills, knowledge, or simply abilities. The simplest example of this case is
university education which is highly regarded, but not everyone can go to university. The
percentage of people with university education says little about how much university education
is institutionalized. Yet, if the question is simply about the cost of participation, it would be an
easy one to answer. What if there is only a minimal cost to participation, such as in the case of
the ratification of a highly legitimated treaty like a maternity treaty? Why do states not ratify
such legitimate treaties even when they have already met the requirements of treaties and the
cost of ratification and compliance would be low? This dissertation tackles such questions.
Following Colyvas and Jonsson, [Table 1-1] presents a 2x2 matrix specifying the
relationship between diffusion and institutionalization with the policy examples examined in this
dissertation. The lower right cell presents practices that have been widely diffused and become
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institutionalized and have received the most attention from institutional scholars. Maternity leave
policy with 88 percent rate of adoption can be classified into this cell. The opposite is the upper
left cell for practices that are uncommon and regarded as inappropriate. The night-work treaty,
which once obtained more ratifications than the maternity treaty, is a good example of deinstitutionalization since it is now regarded as obsolete and many countries have denounced their
ratifications. Recently, the ILO abrogated two earlier versions among the three versions of nightwork treaty. The focus of this dissertation is on two discordant cases. The upper right cell
represents practices that are accepted as legitimate but not prevalent. Maternity treaty with only
38 percent rate of ratification is in this category. Lastly, the lower left cell represents cases where
a practice is widely diffused but not fully accepted and taken for granted. The liberalization of
abortion is a typical example here.
[Table 1- 1] Matrix Comparing Prevalence and Institutionalization

INSTITUTIONALIZATION
NO
NO

YES

Uncommon and inappropriate

Legitimated, but not prevalent
Maternity Treaty

DIFFUSION
Widespread and appropriate
YES

Prevalent but not accepted
Liberal abortion policy

Maternity Leave Policy

Adapted from Colyvas and Jonsson (2011), p 29. Policy examples are in the boxes
With four policy cases that exhibit unique dimensions along with the lines of this 2x2
matrix, this dissertation is well equipped to disentangle the relationship between diffusion and
institutionalization. I focus especially on institutional contestation as an independent factor
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affecting two discordant cases. The arguments are the following: First, in the case of
liberalization of abortion, the presence of high-level contestation facilitates diffusion among
early adopters, but hinders the development of more institutionalized channels of influence such
as contagion by increasing uncertainty and resistance among laggards. Second, in the case of
maternity treaty, the absence of contestation ironically diminishes the expressive benefits of
ratification since states do not feel the need to publicly support the norms of maternity protection
and instead implement the policy domestically.

Networked Positions in the International Diffusion of Policies
Network analyses have profoundly impacted diffusion studies. This is less so in the
literature on international policy diffusion, although the number of studies on this topic has
increased in the last decade (Cao 2012, 2009; Lee and Strang 2006; Polillo and Guillén 2005;
Simmons and Elkins 2004; Torfason and Ingram 2010; Weber, Davis, and Lounsbury 2009). Yet
these studies, which use so-called spatial models, are mostly interested in the effects of dyadic
interaction among states through joint membership in international organizations. Spatial models
estimate the network effect either by measuring the presence (vs absence) of network ties or the
number of ties between dyads. Instead of this bilateral relationship, I focus on the positions of
states in the international organizational network, incorporating structural properties that are
derived from the entire system of the network. The implications of this approach are twofold.
First, network positions can incorporate the power and hiearchical relationship that exist
within the network. The international arena is often hierarchical, as is the international network
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among states. Scholars have shown that country attributes and network positions are highly
correlated so that traditionally powerful states such as Western countries, developed countries,
and those occupying a core position in the world system have higher centrality than others in
both IGO and INGO networks (Beckfield 2003; Hughes et al. 2009). Analyzing IGO networks
from 1820 to 2000, Beckfield (2008; 2010) finds that while inequalities in state’s membership
have decreased largely due to universal organizations such as the United Nations, inequalities
among IGOs have increased because IGO networks have become more fragmented, more
centralized, less cohesive, and more uneven in their structures (Beckfield 2010: 1051). Ingram
and Torfason (2010) show that states also have a tendency toward homophily (McPherson,
Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001) as they are more likely to form an IGO with similar and proximate
states. Given these findings, it could be misleading to assume that each network tie would have
an equal magnitude of influence on states. By incorporating structural properties in international
organizational networks, this study unmasks important aspects of inequalities among states.
Second, I assert that network position, as a reflection of a state’s standing in the
international arena, is an important factor affecting state behavior. States have a great interest in
improving or maintaining their status, and they adopt different strategies for improving their
status depending on their current status. It is well known in the status literature that actors in
different status positions face different sets of constraints and benefits concerning their behaviors
(Jasso 2001; Piazza and Castellucci 2013; Podolny 1993; Sauder, Lynn, and Podolny 2012). I am
particularly interested in explaining the legitimacy-seeking behaviors of states that are dependent
on their current network position. The hierarchical element in network positions will enable us to
better understand why states have varying levels of norm conformity behavior. I propose a
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network-based model of status differentiation among states and argue that a state’s concern with
its legitimacy is proportional to its status. Specifically, in Chapter 2, I show that central states in
the IGO network are more likely to engage in symbolic conformity by ratifying highly
legitimated maternity treaty in order to maintain the image of being cooperative members. And
this mechanism is also found in the case of contested diffusion, as a country’s susceptibility to
liberalization of abortion is dependent on its network position in the movement network. In other
words, countries with a central position in the network of the women’s rights movement are
more likely to liberalize their abortion policies. Countries also interpret the meaning of other
states’ behaviors differently depending on these other states’ network positions. For example,
countries are more likely to emulate central adopters in the birth control movement network, but
when it comes to the women’s right movement, countries are more likely to jump on the
bandwagon when peripheral countries liberalize. This is because the liberalization events that
happened in other countries carried different meanings and put different pressures on laggards
who had doubts about liberalization.

Agency
While constructivist scholars have successfully challenged mainstream studies of
international relations and effectively demonstrated the importance of normative environments in
explaining state behaviors, they also have faced several critiques. One criticism is that they lack
a theory of agency because of their overemphasis on the role of social structures and norms
(Beckfield 2010; Buttel 2000; Checkel 1998; Koenig and Dierkes 2011). Recently, institutional
scholars have paid more attention to the role of agency in explaining the emergence and change
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of institutions, primarily in two literatures: the literature on institutional entrepreneurs (David,
Sine, and Haveman 2012; Fligstein 2001; Garud, Hardy, and Maguire 2007; Jennings et al. 2013;
Maguire, Hardy, and Lawrence 2004; Wry, Lounsbury, and Glynn 2011) and the literature on
institutional contestation (Greenwood and Hinings 1996; Lounsbury and Crumley 2007;
Schneiberg and Clemens 2006; Seo and Creed 2002; Stryker 2000). I aim to contribute to the
discussion of agency by overcoming two limitations in the existing literature.
First, scholars of institutional entrepreneurs highlight the strategic and purposive actions
of agency to identify, develop, and promote new practices (DiMaggio 1988). However, empirical
studies of institutional entrepreneurs often take a too-agentic approach by focusing on “heroic”
individuals with an extremely high level of social skills or the role of one single dominant
movement organization (Garud et al. 2007; Jennings et al. 2013; Suddaby et al. 2010). They tend
to focus on successful cases in which constraining factors are overcome and thus less observable
to researchers. As a result, they render the reconstruction processes relatively seamless.
However, institutional environments are usually much more complicated settings, where diverse
actors have varied levels of interests and resources and face difference opportunity structures
(Bail 2012; Bertels, Hoffman, and DeJordy 2014).
Second, scholars of institutional contestation have paid attention to political struggles
between proponents of controversial practices and their institutional environments (including
opponents of practices). Yet, they mostly contribute the cause of contestation to the intrinsic
characteristics of practices and treat institutional environments as constant and rigid (Davis and
Greve 1997; Fiss and Zajac 2004; Jonsson 2009; Kraatz and Moore 2002; Kraatz and Zajac
1996). As a consequence, they underestimate the role of agency in reconstructing the
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environments. However, there are cases in which successful institutionalization cannot be
explained solely by the intrinsic fit of practice with norms. For example, female suffrage,
decolonization, and anti-slavery were all unthinkable at some point in the past, and caused bloodshedding conflicts. Now we live in a world where these things are taken for granted. In this
sense, studies of contestation need to incorporate the role of agency, and to identify processes
that lead to unsuccessful institutionalization and compare them with successful cases in which
agents managed to overcome contestation.
This dissertation aims to fill these gaps in the literature by highlighting the mutually
constitutive relationship between agency and environments in the process of institutionalization.
I pay attention to a diverse set of actors – states, organizations, movements, and domestic groups
– that have different interests, motivations, and resources. I also analyze how they interact with
each other through a cooperative and conflictual relationship in their efforts to respond to or
make changes in their environments. The cases examined in this dissertation are analytically
useful because they include both unsuccessful and successful cases of institutionalization.
Unsuccessful cases are particularly useful settings to explore the issue of “embedded agency”2
(Battilana 2006; Creed, Scully, and Austin 2002; Fligstein and McAdam 2011; Garud et al.
2007). Specifically, I compare maternity and night-work treaties in Chapter 2 and show how

2

Often referred to as “the paradox of embedded agency,” the theoretical puzzle in the structure-agency
debate is how to explain the power of agency to make changes to environments in which the very ability
of agency is constructed. One theoretical answer has been to conceptualize the relationship between
agency and environments as mutually constitutive (Bourdieu 1977; Giddens 1984; Sewell 1992),
According to this view, agency is understood as “the temporally constructed engagement by actors of
different structural environments – the temporal–relational contexts of action – which, through the
interplay of habit, imagination, and judgment, both reproduces and transforms those structures in
interactive response to the problems posed by changing historical situations” (Emirbayer and Mische
1998:970).
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changes in the environment (from a protective to an equality scheme) led to the de-legitimation
of night-work treaty, whereas maternity treaty was transformed and re-vitalized in the new
environment. The case of night-work treaty is a typical example of de-institutionalization (Oliver
1992) in that it fails to respond to environmental changes. I show that states take different actions
based on their motivations during this de-institutionalization process; committed states engaged
in collective actions by denouncing the now disfavored treaty, whereas central countries that
ceremonially ratified the night-work treaty were not interested in changing the norm.
In Chapter 3 and 4, I examine how domestic actors – female politicians and domestic
physicians – interact with international influences to incorporate their demands into domestic
policies. Female politicians are particularly influential in the institutionalization of reproductive
policies. As I discuss in Chapter 3, female politicians exert significant influence on maternity
leave policy, especially when their claims are legitimated by the ratification of a treaty. In
Chapter 4, I show that female politicians also exert strong influence on the liberalization of
abortion by inducing radical change, moving from restrictive laws to the most liberal types of
policy. However, domestic physicians with interests different than those of female politicians do
not take the initiative in the liberalization of abortion policy, but rather act opportunistically in
the following ways: (1) they influence liberalization only when there is strong external pressure,
and (2) they exert a stronger influence on the liberalization of therapeutic abortions, which gives
more authority to medical professionals, than in the case of more radical types of liberalization,
under which women have more authority over decisions about abortion.
While these two chapters portray how agencies can strategically navigate their
institutional environments given their different interests and motivations, the last chapter,
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Chapter 4, reveals the more active roles agencies play in making changes in their environments.
Focusing on the international advocates of liberal abortion, I show how feminists and birth
controllers strategically and creatively created a liberalization movement despite a high level of
controversy and hostile environments. They utilized historical contingencies to expand their
influence and conceptualized liberal abortion by making reference to the most legitimated norm
in the international environment, human rights. They came to theorize liberal abortion in the
name of reproductive right and reproductive health. As a result, abortion advocates have
achieved notable success in the liberalization of abortion policy. In addition, this chapter reveals
that their course of action and their consequences are also constrained by path dependency, and
that agencies often create new institutional contradictions. This endless loop of configuration
fuels the engine of institutional changes. In the following section, I explain my empirical studies
to show how I address these theoretical considerations.

Methodologies
This dissertation makes use of extensive data on state behavior related to reproductive
policies. I collected data on the entire population of countries for approximately one century,
from 1920 to 2014, which is the most extensive coverage possible in this field. I also collected
network data on two international advocacy movements – birth control and women’s rights
movements – by constructing yearly state memberships in 50 organizations of birth controllers
and 122 feminist organizations. I employed cutting-edge methods to analyze complex processes
in the institutionalization of reproductive policies. The following section introduces how I
conducted my work in each empirical chapter.
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Chapter 2 examines state participation in two ILO treaties related to maternity leave and
women’s night-work, specifically, the ratification of the maternity treaty and the night-work
treaty as well as the denunciation of the night-work treaty after its legitimacy was challenged. I
use multiple event history models that are suitable for the analysis of multiple events
simultaneously because they take into account the interdependences among events. I examine the
whole trajectories of state participation in and out of two ILO treaties. In doing so, I test three
main propositions predicting different motivations and patterns of participation among states
based on rationalists, socialization and world culture theories. In order to discern the different
motivations of states in their response to normative pressures (socialization vs world culture), I
construct two innovative measures of embeddedness: 1) a state’s commitment to the norms
cultivated through socialization, which is measured by the total number of ILO treaty
ratifications, and 2) a state’s status in the networks of international governmental organizations,
which is measured using network centrality scores. Full explanations and methodological details
will be provided in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 investigates the effect of a maternity treaty on domestic policies using detailed
information on the maternity leave policy data of 182 countries during the period from 1958 to
2014. I measure the extent to which countries provide generous leave policies to their pregnant
citizens by jointly considering the duration of leave as well as the benefit levels during the time
off, something that has been ignored by most studies due to data limitations. I also use timevarying variables of domestic political conditions – democratic elections, independent judiciary,
and female legislators – to predict how these domestic institutions enhance the effectiveness of
the treaty. I distinguish between the different mechanisms through which these institutions
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influence the policy implementation. I did so by designing an innovative strategy of breaking
down the windows of observation into small scales, such as using intervals of five years after
ratification. I tested three propositions predicting the different enforcement mechanisms of these
domestic institutions. More detailed explanations will follow in the corresponding chapter.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I analyze countries’ different pathways to abortion liberalization. I
focus on two types of liberalization – the first allows legal abortions for health-related reasons
(therapeutic), and the second allows legal abortions for socio-economic reasons (social).
Abortion laws are ordinal in nature. In other words, if a country legalizes abortion for more
liberal reasons (social), it also means that lower levels of liberalization (therapeutic) are
automatically guaranteed. Countries can liberalize abortion step-by-step or all in one fell swoop.
In order to analyze complex trajectories toward liberalization, I employed multi-state models,
which allow subjects to be at risk not only multiple times but also for more than one kind of
event. This method has been used widely in medical research whereby a patient experiences
multiple and different types of symptoms. I also use network analysis to measure the influence of
two international advocacy movements instead of the traditional count variable of state
membership in international organizations. In particular, I use two-mode eigenvector centrality
scores, which enable me to incorporate the inequalities among organizations and states.
In sum, my dissertation studies the whole picture of how reproductive policies have
emerged, developed, and been diffused throughout the world during the last century. I seek to
explain these processes by looking at cooperative and contentious relationships among states,
organizations, movements, and domestic groups. My dissertation will contribute to our
understanding of policymaking and diffusion.
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CHAPTER 2 THE RISE AND FALL OF INTERNATIONAL TREATIES CONCERNING
WOMEN’S EMPLOYMENT: THE MATERNITY AND NIGHT-WORK TREATIES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, 1920-2014

International treaties represent the most formal form of international cooperation. As an
agreement entered into by sovereign states, a treaty establish the rights and obligations of nationstates in writing. By ratifying a treaty, states legally bind themselves under the treaty and are
obliged to implement the treaty provisions within their territories and comply with regulations.
Ratifying states sacrifice their sovereignty and pay non-zero costs for ratification – political,
fiscal, and social. And this raises the question: Why do states ratify international treaties?
Scholars have developed diverse theories to explain states’ ratification behavior. On the
one hand, rationalists understand international treaty and ratification as efficient multilateral
cooperation to solve collective action problems. It is often analogized as “a prisoner’s dilemma”,
and game theory has given rise to a great deal of scholarship in the literature. On the other hand,
world society scholars in sociology view ratification as ceremonial conformity to world norms
that shape the conceptions of appropriate statehood. States may join a treaty without internalizing
associated norms, which can lead to significant decoupling between formal commitment and
practices. In the middle, socialization scholars in IR emphasize the normative values in treaties
that can change behaviors, attitudes, and even the very identity of states. Socialization scholars
view ratification as a “rationally expressive commitment (Simmons 2009)” to norms cultivated
through socialization among states. These three theories - rationalist, world society, and
socialization - have guided the studies of treaties and ratification. However, rigorous empirical
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studies are still needed, especially those that are capable of discerning the unique theoretical
dimensions among these three theories. This study aims to develop a more refined understanding
of states’ participation in international treaties by highlighting different motivational bases
behind states’ participation.
I investigate two ILO treaties concerning women’s employment, namely maternity treaty
and night-work treaty. These treaties provide perfect contexts for a comparison study. First, both
were adopted by the ILO in the year of the foundation of the organization in 1919 and revised
two times, yielding three versions of each treaty. Second, as agreements to improve labor
conditions for female workers, these treaties are particularly interesting to scholars of
international treaties. Both treaties combine features of two different kinds of treaties: those
based on the reciprocity principle, in which states cooperate with the expectation that other states
will reciprocate cooperative behaviors; and those based on normative values of treaties, as is
common in the field of human rights (Baccini and Koenig-Archibugi 2014). Third, while both
began as protective measures for female workers against harms resulting from employment, the
maternity and night-work treaties have run very different paths over the course of their policy
developments, which provides further analytical leverage for discerning theoretical predictions
between two normative theories (socialization vs world society). The night-work treaty, which
prohibits women from working in certain industries and night shifts, were initially much more
widely ratified than maternity treaty but is now considered so obsolete that a significant number
of states have denounced them. Consequently, the ILO itself abrogated two earlier versions of
night-work treaty in 2017. In contrast, maternity leave has been reframed as an instrument of
gender equality in the labor market, and the maternity treaties enjoyed renewed legitimacy.
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However, this renewal has been not accompaniedby increasing rates of ratification - the number
of nations ratifying of maternity treaties remains at 38 percent, while those ratifying maternity
policy treaties has expanded to 88 percent. This complicated relationship between legitimacy and
ratification around these two treaties provides a perfect context to test different theories of
normative influence.
Related to this last point, this study utilizes the information on state denunciation of
night-work treaty, a completely under-explored topic in the literature. States often withdraw their
ratifications, but scholars have tended to ignore this altogether, or to treat it as equivalent to
defection. Yet,denunciation is a very formal, public and lawful act, whereas defection is an
unlawful act done in secret. A state that quits a treaty faces different burdens and benefits than a
state that breaches its treaty commitment. Why a state bothers to denounce requires a special
explanation, especially given the fact that the surreptitious shirking of treaty obligations is often
plausible in relatively anarchic international environments. I understand denunciation as an exit
behavior of state (Hirschman 1970) to challenge or revise disfavored norms which the state once
embraced. Therefore, denunciation can be hardly interpreted as a ceremonial behavior; it is
possible only when a state is deeply concerned and committed to the norm.
In sum, I analyze state ratification of maternity and night-work treaties and the
denunciation of night-work treaty once night-work treaty is de-legitimated. I use extensive data
from 189 countries during the period 1920-2014. I am particularly interested in three issues: 1)
To what extent do reciprocity and normative pressures explain state participation in these two
ILO treaties? 2) To what extent do socialization and symbolic legitimacy (world society) theory
explain state participation in the two ILO treaties? 3) Do socialization and symbolic legitimacy
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theories anticipate different state behaviors across the two treaties with varying levels of
legitimacy? In other words, how can we explain the relationship between legitimacy and the
acceptance (ratification) and rejection (denunciation) of a treaty?

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In order to explain state participation in maternity and night-work treaties, it is necessary
to understand the wider international policy environment regarding the regulation of women’s
employment. In this section, I highlight the controversy around the protective approaches in
these policies and the processes that have given rise to the preponderance of the gender equality
frame over the protective frame. A treaty prohibiting women’s night-work once enjoyed much
popular acceptance among states, became de-legitimated and a large portion of states denounced
their former ratification, whereas maternity leave policies have been reframed as necessary for
gender equality in the labor market. However, the ratification rate of maternity treaty remains
low at 38 percent, even though about 88 percent of countries provide at least some level of
maternity policy. The following brief historical account describes how maternity policy and
night-work prohibition emerged and developed along different pathways, and should allow a
better understanding of the mechanisms that will be discussed in the theory section.
During the late nineteenth century, maternity policy and night-work prohibition emerged
as protective measures to protect women from physical and moral harm in employment. A
common claim was that for women who were “naturally” attached to the domestic sphere and to
their maternal role, engaging in paid employment threatened their specialized roles and familial
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functions as mothers and wives and thus regulations were necessary (Berkovitch 1999). The first
protection law appeared as early as 1842 when England prohibited women, girls, and boys from
working underground, and in 1844 a law was introduced to limit night works for women and
children. These laws served as a blueprint for all protective labor laws which were to spread to
about twenty countries around the world by the eve of World War I. Women activists were
sharply divided on the subject. On the one hand, middle-class feminists viewed protectionism as
patronizing and patriarchal, and potentially harmful to women’s employment opportunities. On
the other hand, working-class and trade unionist women perceived protective laws as a major
achievement. Meanwhile, maternity laws, forbidding women from working for a few weeks after
childbirth, gained much wider acceptance and were adopted all over Europe. What started as
compulsory unpaid leave from work soon incorporated monetary benefits to compensate wage
loss during time off and became attached to health insurance programs.
After the World War I, these two regulations were extended substantially after being
adopted by the International Labor Organization (ILO), the first permanent transnational
cooperative body along with the League of Nations. At the first meeting in 1919, the ILO
adopted the Maternity Protection Convention (C003) and the Night Work (Women) Convention
(C004) among their very first six conventions. However, conflicts among feminist activists were
intensified with these ILO treaties. Some feminists argued that working women, who were
included in the same category as children, should instead be treated similarly to a category of
adult male workers, and the word “discrimination” should replace “exploitation”. They started
advocating for equal rights in the areas of employment and pay. Yet most women’s groups at
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that time objected to the idea of equal rights, as they feared it might jeopardize women’s
employment.
It was during the great depression in the 1930s that the employment of married women
became a scapegoat for severe unemployment rates. More and more countries adopted policies
aimed at restricting or forbidding the employment of married women so as to reduce their
competition with men, since women’s relatively low remuneration could put men at higher risks
of unemployment. While feminists suggested equal pay and a minimum wage as solutions to
prevent such competition, an overwhelming majority of countries preferred restricting the
employment of married women. [Figure 2-1] traces the trajectory of two ILO conventions and it
shows that the speed of night-treaty ratification was accelerated during this period. During this
time, maternity leave policy, which was exclusively a European phenomenon before the WWI,
started to spread to other parts of the globe, especially Latin American countries. It wasn’t
accompanied, however, by a rise in the maternity treaty ratification shown by almost flat line of
ratification in the figure.
It was after World War II that the discourse changed dramatically. With the establishment
of human rights in the United Nations, women were transformed from a distinct category
needing special protection to a category of individuals to be incorporated into all domains of the
public sphere. The old grounds given for women’s rights—such as women’s familial functions or
caring characteristics—were given less prominence. Instead, the new ideology of “rights” and
“equality” replaced these old tropes. The ILO also dramatically changed its previous position as
the major advocate of protective legislation, and instead became devoted to revising and
modifying protective policies. An example is the ILO’s 1975 Declaration on Equality of
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Opportunity and Treatment for Women Workers. This states that “women shall be protected
from risks inherent in their employment and occupation on the same basis and with the same
standards of protection as men”(ILO, 1974, Article 9, emphasis mine). The ILO made an
explicit call to national governments to take measures to “review all protective legislation
applying to women in the light of up-to-date scientific knowledge and technological advances
and to revise, supplement, extend to all workers…retain or repeal such legislation according to
national circumstances” (ILO, 1985: 80).

[Figure 2- 1] World History of Maternity and Night-work Treaties, 1888-2017
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Consequently, these revisionary activities led to the de-legitimation of night-work treaty.
The rate of ratification of night-work treaty slowed significantly, and some states started to
denounce previous ratification. In fact, the ILO abrogated two earlier version of night-work
treaties in 2017 of which nineteen countries were still members. However, the delegitimation of
protective measures did not result in parallel decline of legitimacy in maternity provision. On the
contrary, there was an expansion of maternity policy, transforming both the definition and aims
of maternity provision. Maternity provision was reconceptualized as a prerequisite for equal
employment rather than as the protection of motherhood, and was followed in some countries by
the new gender-neutral idea of parental leave. And anti-discriminatory provisions—such as the
right to return to the same job after a leave, and the prohibition of discrimination based on
pregnancy—were enhanced. As seen in [Figure 2-1], the number of maternity policies increased
enormously after WWII, and as of today 168 countries globally have adopted the policy. Yet, the
rate of maternity treaty ratification has been monotonous and only 68 countries have ratified it.
The historical development of these two types of policy poses several important
questions. Why do countries not ratify a treaty with which they are already in compliance? Why
was the night-work treaty more popular than the maternity treaty despite the controversy around
the night-work treaty? And why do countries denounce the night-work treaty? In the following
section, I aim to answer these questions based on theories explaining the motivation of states for
treaty participation.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, I review the two main theories about international treaties and state
participation. Literature in this field is very broad and interdisciplinary in nature as it
encompasses sociology, international relations (IR) of political science, and international law.
Risking oversimplification, it is fair to say that scholars can generally be divided into two
schools of thought: rationalists and constructivists. These schools hold very different
assumptions about state motivations and behaviors, and their explanations of treaty ratification
are based on such assumptions. Rationalists emphasize military-economic power and global
material structure, while constructivists emphasize norms and global ideational structure
(Goodman and Jinks 2004 p 631). There are two branches in the constructivist tradition, namely
socialization theorists in IR and world society theorists in sociology, positing very different
motivations for states responding to normative environments. I highlight the theoretical
differences between these two constructivist branches, and derive hypotheses pertaining to the
ratification of maternity and night-work treaties and the denunciation of night-work treaty.

Interdependency – Reciprocity and Peer Pressure
Signing a treaty is entering into international cooperation. Scholars of international
institutions therefore often direct their attention first to interdependency among states because
that is where the roots of problems arise. Rationalists, viewing states as rational actors pursuing
self-interested goals, understand that international cooperation is a way to solve interdependency
problems that are difficult to manage unilaterally, such as trade, security or pollution.
International institutions are established to enhance multilateral cooperation to resolve collective
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action problems (Keohane 1984; Young 1989). Since the international environment is often
characterized as anarchy in the absence of external enforcement, along with a high level of
uncertainty about other states, international institutions are built on the principle of the selfenforcing mechanism—two or more parties adhere to an agreement as long as each gains more
from continuing the agreement than from abrogating it. States cooperate primarily to get other
states to do so as well. Reciprocity is therefore the key mechanism for rationalists in explaining
state participation in international treaties (Ostrom 1998).
This reciprocity principle was clearly recognized in the preamble to the constitution of
the ILO, approved in 1919 as Part XIII of the Treaty of Versailles. It states that a permanent
organization is established because “the failure of any nation to adopt humane conditions of
labour is an obstacle in the way of other nations which desire to improve the conditions in their
own countries.” If a state desires to improve domestic labor conditions but is concerned that this
may disadvantage its economic prosperity in global markets, mutual commitment to international
labor standards monitored by the ILO will provide some level of assurance. In this sense, Baccini
and Koenig-Archibugi (2014) propose “positive policy externality,” meaning the adoption of
policy to “enable rather than compel” competitors to adopt as well (p 449). The reciprocity
principle for the ILO is seen to mitigate competition among states that would race to the bottom
otherwise.
Protective measures such as maternity leave and the prohibition of night-work by women
were efforts to improve labor conditions for female workers who generally provided cheaper
labor than male workers. Yet, the fear of employers and policy makers was increased labor costs
resulted by excluding female workers from certain industries and working hours, as those
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positions should be filled with male workers whose already-higher wages would be further
increased due to the shortage in the “reserve army of labor.” And pregnant female workers
should be paid during the compulsory maternity leaves, which is additional costs to the eyes of
employers. This was exactly the concern of England when it first enacted protective measures in
the 1840s and a suggestion was made to impose the same regulations on all countries
(Berkovitch 1999). For all countries who followed suit, their decision to ratify ILO treaties
would be affected by whether their competitors had ratified or not. Therefore, I hypothesize a
positive feedback mechanism by which competitors’ ratification increases the likelihood of
further ratification. And the reciprocity principle would predict exactly the same thing with
regard to states’ denunciation.
H1. States are more likely to ratify maternity and night-work treaties and to denounce nightwork treaty to the extent their trade competitors have done so.
Trade competition is not the only source of interdependency among states (Dobbin,
Simmons, and Garrett 2007). Scholars of international treaties have long demonstrated the
importance of regional peers in a state’s decision for ratification. While this regional peer effect
has been conceptualized as normative conformity by constructivists (Simmons 2000; Wotipka
and Ramirez 2008) I examine below, it is not the only possible interpretation, because regional
neighbors can mean a lot of different things - competition for attracting a labor force under
extensive immigration is one example in this context. In fact, constructivists interpret regional
peer effects differently, often by looking at the outcome of treaties – if states comply, then the
regional effect is interpreted as socializing, but if states violate the treaty, the same variable is
interpreted as “social camouflage” meaning ceremonial emulation (Simmons 2008: 88).
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Rationalists also view regional peer effect as a “strategic response” to standards set in other
countries (Chau et al. 2001). This ambiguity in the meaning of regional peers is the precise
reason why Baccini and Koenig-Archibugi (2014) treat the regional peer effect as a control
variable. With more refined measures of the impact of normative environments, which will be
discussed in the next section, I also treat the regional peer effect as a control variable without
theorizing it. Since there has been consistent evidence that regional contagion is in play with
respect to ratification, there would likely be a positive association between regional contagion
and ratification and denunciation as well. Basically, the idea is that a state makes the decision to
participate in treaties in correspondence with regional peers.
H2: Countries are more likely to ratify maternity and night-work treaties and to
denounce their night-work treaty to the extent their regional neighbors have done so.

Organizational Embeddedness and Internationalization of Norms
Treaties can have intrinsic normative values. The ILO itself recognizes normative values
in its preamble which justifies its creation with reference not only to the reciprocity principle
mentioned above but also to its defender role of “universal and lasting peace” that “can be
established only if it is based upon social justice.” Scholars interpret ratification as one of the
ways in which states affirm their adherence to norms and universally valid concepts such as
social justice, human dignity, and progress. IR scholars conceptualize ratification as “rationally
expressive commitment (Simmons 2009)” to norms cultivated through socialization among
states. In contrast, world society scholars do not assume that ratifying states are necessarily
convinced of the ideals expressed in treaties. They suppose that a ratifying state may have neither
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internalized the values embodied in a treaty nor intended to comply with it (Meyer and Rowan
1977; Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005). Ratification can be ceremonial conformity as a “lowcost legitimating commitment to world norms” (Hafner-Burton, Tsutsui, and Meyer 2008, p
115). However, these theoretical differences haven’t been systematically tested through rigorous
empirical study but rather inferred from compliance behaviors of ratifiers. However, intentions
and outcomes do not always correspond with each other. Using more refined measures, and data
on ratification and denunciation suggesting very different implications for the motivations of
states, this chapter explores different mechanisms of socialization theory and world society
theory. First I review socialization theory and develop hypotheses in the following section.
Socialization literature in IR assumes international institutions have the ability to
socialize states and policymakers. By socialization, they mean the social interactions which
induct actors into the norms and rules of a given community (Simmons 2010). Socialization
involves changes in attitudes, values, and even the very identity of actors (Finnemore and
Sikkink 1998). The key mechanisms are learning of expectations within the community and
persuasion to accept deeply held norms as “the right thing to do.” Socialization theorists give top
recognition to the normative community to which states belong and in which socialization
processes unfold. Empirical studies, notably qualitative, have examined international
organizations both as agents and as the venue of socialization (Checkel 2005).
The ILO, an international organization that has the longest history and broadest state
membership, has been an influential site of socialization. It provides regular and frequent
meetings for state officials. It sets normative standards regarding labor rights, designs policies,
and assists states with technical and financial supports (Strang and Chang 1993). It has
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monitoring and evaluation systems to improve transparency and oversee compliance. In the case
of noncompliance, the Governing Body issues recommendations for violating countries (Chau et
al. 2001). The more a state participates in the organization and interacts with other states within
the organization, the more likely it is to accept the norms promoted by the organization. But the
most important activity of the ILO is to draft and promote international agreements. Currently,
there are 189 conventions that are binding and more than 200 non-binding recommendations
written by the ILO. I operationalize organizational embeddedness as the total number of ILO
treaties a state has ratified. Countries having more ILO ratifications are more likely to care about
the organization and accept the norms of the ILO. Through repeated actions of ratification, a
state is more likely to internalize norms, and this in turn will have a positive impact on the
ratification of maternity and night-work treaties. This is applicable to denunciation as well.
When the legitimacy of night-work treaty is in question, those members with more commitments
will make extra effort to change the now disfavored policy instead of discarding the treaty in
secret. Denunciation of night-work treaty once they ratified is one way to demand changes by
publicly expressing their disapproval of the treaty.
H3: Countries that are more committed to the norms of the ILO (having many ILO treaties)
are more likely to ratify maternity and night-work treaties and to denounce their night-treaty.
To parse out the socialization effect from other possible confounding factors such as state’s
level of easiness (domestic cost) or eagerness (propensity) to ratifications, I include the total
number of ratifications of UN human right treaties for comparison, because UN human right
treaties have been employed in the literature as indicative of state propensity for symbolic
ratification. With regard to the ratification of maternity and night-work treaties, countries tending
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to symbolic ratification will behave similarly with those more committed ones and thus be more
likely to ratify treaties. However, those ratifying treaties for mere symbolic reasons are less
likely to denounce the night-work treaty when its legitimacy is challenged but still popular.
H4: Countries with more symbolic ratifications (having signed many UN human rights
treaties) are more likely to ratify maternity and night-work treaties, but not likely to
denounce their night-work treaty.

State Standing in the International Cooperative Network
World society scholars in sociology also understand ratification as an action that follows
the norms of the international community in pursuit of legitimacy. They argue that states derive
their legitimacy from “world society” that constructs and propagates worldwide models of
appropriate modern statehood (Meyer et al. 1997). Those models are highly rationalized and
universalistic and may not mesh well with local practices. Nevertheless, those models
constructed through cultural and associational processes become highly legitimated and nearly
taken-for-granted. Scholars note that states suffering from low legitimacy, such as newly
independent countries or human right violators, are highly likely to ratify human rights treaties as
a ceremonial behavior (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005). These states join the treaties merely as
an act of window-dressing. And they are very strategic even when making “empty promises”: if
they don’t have control over their internal society and thus their noncompliance could be
uncovered by their citizens, they are less likely to sign human right treaties than their
counterparts with more autonomy (Hafner-Burton et al. 2008).
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However, the theory of legitimacy has been underspecified in explaining varying levels
of state behaviors, and many important questions remain unanswered. For example, if ratification
is a low-cost legitimating behavior, why do we not see almost universal acceptance of treaties?
Why do some countries not ratify popular treaties even with minimal costs? And why do states
with high legitimacy engage in ceremonial behavior as much as states with low legitimacy?
World society scholars pay attention to a state’s international organizational memberships to
explain such cross-country variations. Like socialization theorists, world society scholars
understand international organizations as norm setters and diffusers. Unlike socialization
theorists, world society scholars focus on the whole population of international organizations
rather than specific organizations, because world culture is a greater construction than the sum of
individual organizations. The main tenet is that the more international memberships a state has,
the more likely the state would be to adopt a policy that is legitimated in world society.
How can we explain, then, that a state having more ties to international organizations is
more concerned with appearing legitimate and adopts more policies? Traditional theoretical
accounts may explain this by arguing that states with active participation have more exposure to
world models and feel more pressured to adopt them. Yet why are they more likely to succumb
to such pressure given that they are more powerful states? To explain this discrepancy, I propose
a status-based theory of legitimacy. That is, a state’s legitimacy concern is proportional to its
status in the international arena. Failure to respond to the normative environment would be more
detrimental to the reputation of a high-status country than to that of a low-status country.
International institutions are often arenas in which states contend for status, and a state’s
motivation for status improvement (and maintenance) is an important mechanism in explaining a
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state’s cooperative behaviors. In fact, reputation is already recognized as an enforcement
mechanism in international treaties (Keohane 1984; Simmons 2010), but it is usually discussed
in the context of how violations of treaty commitments negatively affects the reputation of a
ratifying state. Instead, I argue the importance of status and reputation on the ratification of the
treaties in the first place. The particular mechanism of reputation is that high-status countries
have greater incentives to appear as cooperative members in the international community. And
one of the easiest ways to present a cooperative image to the world is to ratify many treaties.
This hypothesis requires a measurement of status among states. A state’s status is
determined by a number of country attributes such as size, history, military, and economy.
However, I focus on position of states in the network of international organizations as a
relational dimension of status. International institutions are often hierarchical in their structure
and functions, and in that respect, they embody the status hierarchy among states. In particular, I
measure the status of states using centrality scores in the network. Unlike the traditional measure
of organizational memberships, a network-based measure of centrality can capture the
hierarchical dimension inherent in the concept of status. I consider having a central position in
the network of international governmental organizations (IGO) as having higher status. Beckfield
(2010, 2008) shows that the IGO networks exhibit a high level of inequality among countries and
organizations, although status differentiation among countries becomes less salient over time.
The network of IGOs being the primary arena of international cooperation, countries central in
this network have greater reputational concern with presenting the image of a cooperative
member, and thus have a greater tendency toward ratification. But they are not concerned with a
denunciation of a de-legitimated treaty as much as with ratification.
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H5: Countries central in the IGO network are more likely to ratify maternity and nightwork treaties but not likely to denunciate the night-work treaty.

Domestic Policy
Finally, I examine the influence of domestic policy on the ratification of maternity
treaty3. The literature on international treaties has shown that countries do not choose treaties at
random and domestic practices influence the state’s decision to ratify. Scholars diverge on the
reasons for this mechanism. Rationalists and socialization scholars expect that a state with strong
domestic policies is more likely to ratify a treaty while world society scholars expect the
opposite because they see that ratification is used to avoid scrutiny from outside and thus states
with weak policy are more likely to ratify. I measure domestic policy impacts looking at several
different aspects – duration since adoption of the first maternity leave policy, the existence of
national legislation granting the right of maternity leave to pregnant workers, the generosity of
maternity benefits, whether a country is meeting the minimum requirements of the treaty (leave
for 12 weeks before and after childbirth with benefits of 2/3 of earnings), and whether a country
has reformed its maternity policy in the last five years, as highly motivated states tend to prepare
for ratification prior to signing (von Stein 2005; Strang and Meyer 1993).
H6-a: Countries with stronger maternity policy are more likely to ratify maternity treaty.
H6-b: Countries with weaker maternity policy are more likely to ratify maternity treaty.

3

Policy data on the prohibition of night-work is not available.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
Dependent Variables and Modeling Strategies
To test hypotheses about states’ decisions to ratify and denounce two types of ILO
treaties concerning women’s employment, three dependent variables are used: 1) years of
ratification of the maternity treaty, 2) years of ratification of the night-work treaty, and 3) year of
denunciation of the night-work treaty. There exist three versions of each maternity and nightwork treaty because they were revised twice since their first adoption in 1919. Specifically, the
first maternity treaty (no. C003) was adopted in 1919, revised in 1952 (no. C103), and further
revised in 2000 (no. C183). And the women’s night-work treaty (no. C004) was also first
adopted in 1919, revised once in 1934 (no. C041) and again in 1948 (no. C089). Dependent
variables are obtained from the ILO NORMLEX database4. [Table 2-1] describes the three
dependent variables.
[Table 2- 1] Dependent Variables

1: First treaty, c003 -1919
Maternity ratification
2: Second treaty, c103- 1952
(Total Events: 100)
3: Third treaty, c183 - 2000
0: Never ratified
1: First treaty, c004 -1919
Night-Work ratification 2: Second treaty, c041- 1934
(Total Events: 156)
3: Third treaty, c089 - 1948
0: Never ratified
Denunciation
1: Denounced
(Total Events: 31)
0: Not denounced

4

Address: http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:12001:0::NO:::
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N
33
38
29
17,665
55
35
66
14,319
31
4,151

Mean, %
0.19
0.21
0.16
99.44
0.38
0.24
0.46
98.92
0.74
99.26

Notable with ILO treaties is that revised treaties do not replace older ones, and old
versions are generally available for ratification unless formally closed5. Therefore, a country can
ratify any of the treaties regardless of their order in so far as they are available. A country can
ratify the newest version of the treaty without signing the earlier versions or vice versa. It can
also sign multiple treaties simultaneously. These patterns of ratification result in the
characterization of my dependent variables as “unordered multiple events of different
types”(Box-Steffensmeier and Jones 2004; Cleves 1999). First, a country can experience three
ratifications maximum for each subject (maternity or night-work), so there are multiple events.
Second, a country can experience those events not in straightforward order and so this is an
unordered event6. Finally, three versions of treaties are treated as different types of events, which
will be used to stratify the data.
My dataset starts in 1919 when the ILO was founded, and the first maternity and nightwork treaties were adopted. There were 48 ILO member countries at that time and Greece was
the first country signing both maternity and night-work treaties in 1920. A country enters the risk
set when, 1) it is or becomes an independent country, or 2) it is or becomes an ILO member.
Countries that experience loss of statehood or withdrew from ILO membership are dropped
from the risk set and rejoin if they regain their status. When a treaty was revised and opened for
new ratification, a new risk set starts. When a country ratifies a treaty, that country is removed

5

The only exception is Night Work No.C103 which was closed for ratification in 2002. Yet the earlier
version, C003, was open until abrogated by the ILO in 2017.

6

While one may assume that a country considering new ratification would choose the most up-to-date
treaty, countries often ratify earlier versions instead. However, it is unusual to observe a country which
already ratified one treaty sign earlier versions later years.
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from the risk set of the particular treaty (event happened) and earlier versions as well (censored)
because backward ratification is rare and thus ignored in the analysis7.

[Figure 2- 2] Cumulative Hazards of Three Dependent Variables

The risk set for the denunciation of night-work treaty is different from that of ratification.
First of all, denunciation is a single event which is coded as 1 when a country denounces all of its
ratifications of night-work treaty, not considering denunciation of older versions while
maintaining the ratification of the newest one. Therefore, denunciation means complete
withdrawal from night-work treaty. And the risk set starts in 1947 when England first denounced

7

There are only two exceptions with night-work treaties: Sri Lanka signed the first treaty one year after
its signing of the second treaty and Malta signed the third treaty in 1965 and the first in 1988.
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its first and second version of night-work treaty. Countries which had ratified at least one nightwork treaty enter the risk set for denunciation. [Figure 2-1] displays the cumulative hazard rates
for three dependent variables.
Modeling these kind of multiple events runs up against the problem that event times are
not independent. Ignoring the correlation could yield misleading variance estimates and possibly
biased estimates of the coefficients. There are two approaches to multiple event analysis —
frailty models based on random effects8, and variance-corrected models (Cleves 1999). I use one
of the variance-corrected models, the marginal risk set model (Wei, Lin, and Weissfeld 1989),
because it allows different event types to have different risk sets generated by the complicated
history of treaties and countries. Variance-corrected models account for the repeated nature of
data with adjusted variance of the estimates by clustering on countries. And the hazard rates are
allowed to vary by event types (treaties). This is accomplished by stratifying the data according
to the kth event, allowing each stratum to have its own baseline hazard function, but restricting
the coefficients to be the same across strata. Then the hazard rate is given as following:
ℎ ( )= ℎ ( )
Maximum likelihood estimates of β are obtained from the Cox’s partial likelihood
function, L(β), assuming independence of failure times. The estimator

has been shown to be a

consistent estimator for β and is asymptotically normal as long as the marginal models are
correctly specified (Lin 1994). However, the resulting estimated covariance matrix obtained as

8

Frailty models cannot be fitted with data having gaps (e.g., loss of statehood). Also, it does not allow
stratification by treaty types and thus cannot take into account that each treaty was introduced at a
different historical time.
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the inverse of the information matrix, which is conventionally written as

, does not take into

account the additional correlation in the data. Lin and Wei (1989) proposed a modification to this
estimate when observations belong to m groups, and the resulting robust variance-covariance
matrix is estimated as
=
where G is a matrix of the group efﬁcient score residuals.

Independent Variables
[Table 2-2] describes independent variables and their descriptive statistics. To test the
effects of interdependencies among states, two spatial weights are used to capture competitive or
regional peer effects. First, the competition among countries is captured by structural
equivalence in the trade networks. I use COW (v4.0) bilateral trade data measuring total exports
in US millions of current dollars (Barbieri and Keshk 2016) 9 and generate N by N by T matrices
of valued trade networks, which is then used to calculate Pearson correlations among countries
as the indicator of export similarity. Second, regional neighbors are categorized using the World
Bank’s grouping10: Sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia and Pacific, Middle East and North Africa,
Latin America and Caribbean, Central and Eastern Europe, South Asia, and Western including
North America. And then these two spatial weights (export similarity and region) are multiplied

9 COW trade data reports the total value of exports for every dyad of countries and it does not distinguish
sectors of export. Yet it is the only dataset available for the entire period of this study.
10

Some studies examining ILO ratifications measure regional diffusion using geographical distances
(Baccini and Koenig-Archibugi 2014). I consider regional peers more as countries sharing similar cultural
and political backgrounds rather than countries that are geographically close. For example, the reference
group of the United States would be other western countries rather than those in Latin America.
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by the total number of relevant treaties ratified by the alter countries for two ratification models
and the dummy variable of whether alter countries have denounced the night-work treaty for the
denunciation model. [Table 2-2] lists the six contagion variables.
The next independent variables measure the influence of normative pressures. First, total
ILO ratification is measured in yearly counts of ILO treaties a country ratified regardless of the
subject of treaties. It measures how actively a country participates in the ILO. In order to parse
out other possibilities in the measure of the total ILO ratification (e.g. political and legislative
costs of ratifying a new treaty, preference for more engagement in international affairs), I include
the total number of UN human rights ratifications, which is often used in the literature as a
country’s tendency toward symbolic ratification (Hafner-Burton et al. 2008). UN human rights
ratification is again measured in yearly counts of total ratifications among the five core human
rights treaties11. IGO centrality is measured as an eigenvector centrality in the bipartite network
of countries in international governmental organizations (Faust 1997). Eigenvector centrality is a
commonly used measure of power and status in a network by world polity scholars (Beckfield
2008; Hafner-Burton, Kahler, and Montgomery 2009; Hughes et al. 2009; Ward 2006). Annual
data on IGO networks were constructed using the dataset from the Correlates of War Project
(COW) (Pevehouse, Nordstrom, and Warnke 2004).

11

The five UN human rights treaties are: the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination (ICERD), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights(ICESCR), the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention against Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)
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[Table 2- 2] Descriptive Statistics and Correlations Among Key Independent Variables
Obs
17,831
14,472
4,182
17,831
14,472
4,182
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
17,831
15,553
15,553
15,553

Independent Variables
Trade Competitor Contagion - Maternity
Trade Competitor Contagion - Night-Work
Trade Competitor Contagion - Denunciation
Regional Contagion - Maternity
Regional Contagion - Night-Work
Regional Contagion - Denunciation
Total ILO ratifications
UN Human Rights Ratifications
IGO Centrality
IGO membership
Newly Independent
New ILO member
Industrialization
Population size
Democracy
Political Constraint
Colony legacy - never
Colony legacy - British
Colony legacy - French
Colony legacy - USSR
Colony legacy - Other
Years Since First Policy
Existence of National Legislation
Maternity Leave Generosity
Satisfying Minimum Requirements of Treaty
Recent Policy Reform

1-Mat 2-Mat 1-Nit 2-Nit 1-Den 2-Den

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Mean
0.31
0.65
0.08
0.32
0.63
0.07
29.02
2.42
8.23
48.98
0.04
0.07
0.46
8.79
0.54
0.22
0
0.36
0.16
0.06
0.27
29.15
0.73
9.30
0.51
0.15
3

4

5

S.D
0.14
0.27
0.07
0.29
0.39
0.08
22.29
2.10
2.71
22.37
0.19
0.26
1.03
1.82
0.50
0.22
0.36
0.48
0.37
0.24
0.44
26.99
0.44
10.73
0.50
0.36

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0.69
3.21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
0.95
1.53
0.39
1.39
2.00
0.54
133
5
22.05
132
1
1
4.65
14.13
1
0.73
1
1
1
1
1
127
1
156.43
1
1

6

8

10

7

9

11

Competitor Ctgn – mat, nit, den
.56
.42
.48
Regional Ctgn – mat, nit, den
.54
.36
.21
-.02
.27 .32
Total ILO ratification
.69 .39 -.14 -.11 .81 .46 .48
UN human right ratification
-.07 -.07 .23 .06 -.37 -.13 .17 -.24
IGO centrality
.68 .33 .25 -.04 .57 .41 .69 .66 .22
IGO membership
-.22
-.10 -.11 .06 -.15 -.11 -.12 -.20 -.19 -.27
Newly independent
-.31 -.15 -.21 -.02 -.15 -.11 -.22 -.26 -.15 -.35 .69
New ILO members
.29 .24 .14 -.16 .18 .20 .28 .18 .12 .41 -.10 -.11
Industrialization
.18 -.10 .24 -.13 .10 .06 .18 .11 .33 .36 -.10 -.17 .09
Population size
.19 .26 -.04 -.08 .14 .26 .29 .23 .20 .31 -.04 -.04 .16 -.07
Democracy
.28 .27 .04 -.04 .23 .28 .39 .28 .24 .42 -.06 -.09 .27 .04 .77
Political constraint

Note: Mat- maternity ratification, Nit- night-work ratification, Den – denunciation
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The next independent variables measure the influence of normative pressures. First, total
ILO ratification is yearly counts of ILO treaties a country ratified regardless of the subject of
treaties. It measures how actively a country participates in ILO. In order to parse out other
possibilities in the measure of the total ILO ratification (i.e. political and legislative costs of
ratifying a new treaty, preference for more engagement in international affairs), I include the
total number of UN human rights ratification which is often used in the literature as a country’s
tendency toward symbolic ratification (Hafner-Burton et al. 2008). UN human rights ratification
is again yearly counts of total ratifications among the five core human rights treaties12. IGO
centrality is measured as an eigenvector centrality in the bipartite network of countries in
international governmental organizations (Faust 1997). Eigenvector centrality is a commonly
used measure of power and status in a network by world polity scholars (Beckfield 2008;
Hafner-Burton et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2009; Ward 2006). Annual data of IGO networks were
constructed using the dataset from the Correlates of War Project (COW) (Pevehouse et al. 2004).
Several aspects of domestic policies are tested. First is the existence of national
legislation granting the rights to maternity leave (i.e. labor code) which will have a positive
impact on the generosity. Second is a time-varying binary measure of total employer liability if
the costs of maternity leave are fully on individual employers rather than on social insurance or
social assistance funds. As individual employers bear the costs directly, it should have a
downward influence on the generosity. The third is whether a country provides flat-rate benefits

12

Five UN human rights treaties are following: International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights(ICESCR), Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)
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instead of replacement rate. Flat-rate benefits are generally associated with targeted welfare
programs (means-tested) rather than universal programs, thus it would be negatively associated
with the generosity. The final policy characteristic variable is the duration of maternity leave
policy, measured by years since the very first policy provision.
I include several control variables related to country-level characteristics. Because of the
geographical and temporal coverage of this study, there are very limited variables available, and
I weighted between the importance of variables and missingness which is disproportionally
frequent with small and developing countries. First, newly independent countries are considered
in the first five years since gaining independence (Banks 2008). Again, new ILO members are
coded as 1 for the first five years of membership. To measure the level of development, energy
consumption per capita is employed using the COW data of National Material Capabilities (v5.0)
(Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972), which is a common measure of industrialization for periods
before GDP data becomes available. Using the same source, logged population is used as an
estimate of size of country. Democracy is a time-varying binary variable capturing the
minimalist condition of democracy – the existence of regular and competitive elections - using
the source from Cheibub, Gandhi, & Vreeland (2010). Regarding veto points, the political
constraint index developed by Henisz(2002) is used. This index is derived from a number of
factors that affect the feasibility of policy change, e.g., the extent to which a change in the
preference of any one political actor may lead to a change in government policy such as the
number of independent branches of government with veto power; the presence of an effective
lower and upper house in the legislature; the extent of party alignment across branches of
government, and legislative fractionalization in the relevant house. Finally, colonial legacy is
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measured by sets of time-varying dummy variables: no colonialism (reference category), British,
French, and USSR, and other colonies (CIA World Factbook).

RESULT
[Table 2-3] reports the estimates from multiple event history models for the ratification of
maternity treaties (model 1), the ratification of night-work treaties (model 2), and the
denunciation of night-work treaty (model 3). First, there is no contagion effect from trade
competitors. It has a rather negative effect on the ratification of night-work treaty. As agreements
to improve labor conditions, these treaties can be only of minor importance compared to other
pressing issues among trade competitors. However, regional contagion has significantly positive
effects both on the ratification and denunciation of night-work treaty. Countries tune in to the
behaviors of their neighbors when deciding what to do with night-work treaty. But it is unclear
what mechanism exactly is at work here – it could be competition, socialization, or emulation.
The next variables capture more specific mechanisms of normative pressures. The total
number of ILO ratifications is operationalized to measure the extent to which a country has
internalized the norms of the ILO through the socializing effect of the ILO. It shows significantly
positive effects throughout the three models. More committed states are more likely to engage in
all the actions of interest here. Yet the total number of UN human rights ratifications, as a control
variable for the level of easiness (domestic costs) or eagerness (propensity) to symbolic
ratifications, doesn’t have any influence. However, a country with higher status, occupying more
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[Table 2- 3] Multiple Event History Models for the Ratification of Maternity and Night-Work
Treaties and the Denunciation of Night-Work Treaty, 1920-2014

Competitor Contagion
Regional Contagion
Total ILO ratifications
UN Human Rights Ratifications
IGO centrality
IGO membership
Newly Independent
New ILO member
Industrialization
Population size
Democracy
Political Constraint
British Colony
French Colony
Former USSR
Other Colony
Observations
No. of events
No. of countries
LL
Robust standard errors in parentheses

Maternity
Model 1

Night-Work
Model 2

Denunciation
Model 3

.433
(.771)
.804
(1.045)
.046***
(.006)
-.198
(.102)
.170**
(.060)
-.033**
(.011)
1.422**
(.491)
.508
(.548)
-.174
(.188)
-.202
(.109)
-.401
(.287)
.310
(.748)
-1.040
(.627)
-.033
(.532)
1.154
(.743)
.481
(.427)

-1.043*
(.418)
1.153**
(.376)
.071***
(.010)
-.225
(.144)
.266***
(.071)
-.096***
(.019)
.923*
(.416)
.881*
(.379)
.207
(.135)
.023
(.081)
.039
(.242)
-.905
(.637)
.844
(.558)
1.766***
(.536)
-1.162
(.826)
1.054*
(.475)

5.887
(7.444)
6.965***
(1.634)
.025*
(.013)
.148
(.257)
-.107
(.196)
.017
(.021)

17,831
100
189
-376.2

14,472
156
189
-487.3

N/A

Excluded

.716
(.955)
-46.036
N/A13
.835
(1.048)
.254
(.765)
4,184
31
93
-99.32

*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05

13

None of former French colonies has denounced the treaty so it is perfectly collinear with the censoring
variable and standard errors are not estimable.
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central position in the IGO network, is more likely to engage in symbolic behaviors – it has
significantly positive effects on the ratification of the two treaties, but not on the denunciation.
High status countries, which have more incentives to maintain or improve the reputation of being
a cooperative member, may symbolically respond to normative environments. And the mere
number of IGO memberships does not increase the probability of ratification (which was
negative without IGO centrality). There are lots of small and peripheral IGOs which may not be
very influential.
The status of newly independent states, which has been used in the world society
literature as an indicator of low legitimacy of states, has significantly positive effects on the
ratifications. And the status of new ILO members has an additional positive effect on night-work
ratification. These may lend further support to world society theory. Colonial legacies also
influence the state’s participation in the two treaties. Compared to countries never colonized,
former colonies of French and other countries are more likely to ratify the night-work treaty
usually inherited from their colonizers. But former French colonies are less likely to denounce
the night-work treaty when its validity is challenged.
[Table 2-4] further explores the various aspects of domestic policy on the ratification of
maternity treaty and it shows that ratification is not dependent on domestic policy since none of
these models show any significant policy effects. Specifically, Model 4 concerns the duration of
domestic policy. Model 5 is about whether a country has maternity policy in national legislation
influences the ratification. Model 6-8 utilize more detailed information on matetnity policy,
available only after 1958, and the models have reduced number of observations. Model 6
includes generosity of maternity leave, and Model 7 tests whether a country already meeting the
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[Table 2- 4] Multiple Event History Models of Maternity Policy Impacts

Trade Competitor Contagion
Regional Contagion
Total ILO ratifications
UN Human Rights Ratifications
IGO centrality
IGO membership
Newly Independent
New ILO member
Industrialization
Population size
Democracy
Political Constraint
British Colony
French Colony
Former USSR
Other Colony
Years Since First Policy

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

.901
(1.042)
.357
(.786)
.046***
(.007)
-.191
(.100)
.179**
(.062)
-.038**
(.012)
1.462**
(.497)
.463
(.558)
-.224
(.196)
-.212
(.110)
-.437
(.286)
.315
(.742)
-1.045
(.625)
-.118
(.535)
1.017
(.727)
.430
(.422)
.006
(.006)

.766
(1.055)
.379
(.785)
.046***
(.006)
-.199*
(.101)
.166**
(.061)
-.034**
(.011)
1.442**
(.497)
.527
(.551)
-.186
(.185)
-.205
(.110)
-.409
(.288)
.330
(.740)
-1.042
(.625)
-.062
(.537)
1.150
(.744)
.468
(.428)

.887
(1.172)
.182
(.823)
.040***
(.006)
-.209
(.108)
.197
(.147)
-.024
(.014)
1.941*
(.851)
.482
(.818)
-.191
(.187)
-.316**
(.111)
-.667*
(.326)
.856
(.714)
-1.159
(.718)
-.080
(.613)
1.376
(.789)
.375
(.574)

.925
(1.127)
.150
(.810)
.040***
(.007)
-.206*
(.105)
.212
(.154)
-.027
(.015)
2.057*
(.905)
.438
(.834)
-.202
(.186)
-.326**
(.110)
-.641*
(.317)
.821
(.707)
-1.155
(.711)
-.050
(.606)
1.321
(.778)
.329
(.571)

.982
(1.114)
.181
(.824)
.040***
(.006)
-.207
(.106)
.193
(.145)
-.024
(.014)
1.917*
(.851)
.493
(.817)
-.190
(.190)
-.314**
(.112)
-.642*
(.316)
.848
(.709)
-1.156
(.744)
-.063
(.629)
1.412
(.783)
.383
(.590)

.176
(.322)

National Legislation

.003
(.006)

Maternity Leave Generosity

.305
(.368)

Minimum Requirement of Treaty

.085
(.326)

Recent Policy Reforms
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[Table 2-4] (Continued)
Observations
No. of events/countries
LL
Robust standard errors in parentheses

17,831
17,831
15,553
100/189 100/189 78/184
-375.6
-376
-299.1
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05

15,553
78/184
-298.8

15,553
78/184
-299.2

miminum requirements of the treaty is more likely to ratify as it is already in compliance with
the treaty and has no need to change its poicy. Finally, Model 8 tests whether a country
experiencing recent policy reform is more likely to ratify. None of these police variables has any
significant effects on ratification.
However, the total number of ILO ratifications is still a significant factor throughout
these models, controlling for domestic policies. IGO centrality failed to reach the standard
significant level in Models 6-8 mostly because standard errors are inflated due to the reduced
size of data. The status of newly independent county also significantly increases the likelihood of
ratification. The negative coefficients of population size and democracy become significant in
the reduced models, but this may be caused by the left-censoring of countries before 1958.

CONCLUSION
State participation in maternity and night-work treaties is largely explained by
constructivist theories. Committed members of the ILO faithfully follow the norms of the ILO –
first by ratifying maternity and night-work treaties and then by denouncing the night-work treaty
when its legitimacy is challenged. Central countries in the IGO network save face by ratifying
the two treaties but do not care much about denunciation. New states or new ILO members are
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quick to engage in the ratification of treaties. This suggests that the benefits from symbolic
actions on the reputation of states is higher at both ends of the spectrum of status – maybe
because central and new countries are much more visible than ordinary countries.
The night-work treaty was ratified once and later denounced through regional contagion
mechanism. Diffusion due to prevalence of policies among peers has been identified as the most
important mechanism of institutionalization and legitimation. However, there is a lack of
contagion effect for maternity treaty while the legitimacy of maternity policy is increased over
time. How can we explain such a discrepancy? Another puzzle is the lack of domestic policy
effects on ratification. Countries having maternity policies favorable to ratification do not ratify
the treaty even though the ILO encourages posterior ratification (i.e., countries should ratify
standards they already meet or exceed). For them, the costs of compliance would be miniscule.
Why do they not ratify the treaty?
The answer to both questions is likely related to the benefits of ratification. Whether it is
to support deeply held values or to save face with a superficial display, the action of ratification
is publicly announcing to domestic and international audiences that a state accepts a treaty. And
the assumption is that such actions are observed and receive positive attention from audiences.
However, if the norm has already developed a taken-for-granted quality, ratification no longer
wins attention so the move to ratify loses momentum. At this point, the treaty becomes “a victim
of its own success” (Greenhill and Strausz 2014; p 374). Maternity policy, having not been the
subject of heated debates in the ILO and the international community, has been developed
through more stable and cooperative processes than through political contestation as were nightwork treaty. States may not feel the need to ratify maternity treaty to publicly defend the norm
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but rather implement policy domestically (The policy adoption rate is 88 percent). In this sense,
maternity treaty does not have considerable expressive benefits because maternity policies are
accepted by majority of countries and norms are taken for granted. Consequently, the marginal
costs of ratification outweigh the expected benefits of ratification and the ratification stops there.
Nonetheless, committed states, central states, and newly independents states sign the treaty
because they still gain (or expect to gain) greater expressive benefits from ratification than
average states.
In sum, the two ILO treaties concerning women’s employment demonstrate interesting
relationship between institutionalization and prevalence. The maternity treaty became
institutionalized without being widely diffused whereas the night-work treaty became delegitimated even with a relatively higher level of prevalence. The key factor leading to such
different consequences is how congruent these treaties are with current norms. The night-work
treaty is a typical case of deinstitutionalization (Oliver 1992), which by failing to respond to
changing normative environments has its validity directly challenged and rejected. The maternity
treaty successfully transformed its framework and policy schemes (e.g. introducing antidiscriminatory provisions or gender-neutral parental leaves), but its success ironically prevented
the diffusion of the treaty because its expressive function as a signaling device was diminished.
The maternity treaty shows that legitimation does not always accompany diffusion. Therefore,
for symbolic instruments that are designed to signal commitment to audiences, such as treaties
and certifications, the public recognition and praise of adopters needs to be an integral part of the
instrument design. And they will be more effective by incorporating the status elements of
adopters.
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CHAPTER 3 MATERNITY TREATY AND THE GENEROSITY OF MATERNITY LEAVE
POLICIES: 1958-2014

There is general skepticism about the effects of treaties given that international legal
arrangements are weak, enforcement is unlikely, and costs of noncompliance are low (Simmons
2009). Media and scholars alike often characterize international treaties as “empty promises” or
“toothless.” Furthermore, states do not ratify treaties at random – they tend to choose treaties
with which they are already in compliance or are unlikely to be caught in violation of the treaty
(Hafner-Burton et al. 2008; Lupu 2013; Powell and Staton 2009; von Stein 2005). States shun
“harder” commitments that make shirking difficult, but “soft” laws garner widespread
participation (von Stein 2008). Recent research in this field casts significant doubt on the
treatment effect of international treaties on practice and policies. Yet these studies have dealt
with high-profile treaties such as UN human rights treaties, and almost all of these arguments are
based on one assumption – states gain benefits (if only in intangibles such as reputation) from
signing international treaties while try to minimize the cost of compliance. However, there are
many treaties that are not so popular and do not carry much symbolic value including the
maternity treaties shown in Chapter 2. Do ratifying states act hypocritically and opportunistically
with their treaties in these cases?
There are more countries implementing maternity leave policies than ratifiers of
maternity treaties. As of 2015, 168 countries have maternity policies in place, while only 68
countries have ratified a treaty. Some questions raised are, what is the benefit of maternity
treaty? Does the ratification of treaty influence domestic policy? What exacerbates the problem
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in the context of ILO treaties is the ILO’s own practice of blurring the distinction between
ratified and unratified conventions. When the ILO collects and publishes information on
compliance with treaties, it does so on both ratified and unratified conventions, and thus reduces
the consequences of ratification on the policy implementation (Helfer 2006).
Despite this skepticism, the literature of treaty compliance shows that treaties have
induced changes in state behaviors in the long run. Countries that ceremonially ratify UN human
right treaties have improved their human right practices (Cole 2012). Countries with child labor
problems often defer from ratifying the ILO minimum wage convention, but if they eventually
do, they make significant child labor improvements (von Stein 2015). But then what are the
mechanisms of this treaty effect? Why do countries keep their promises when there may be
strong temptations to renege on their treaty commitments with violations usually going unnoticed
or unpunished by treaty bodies (given that sanctions are extremely rare)?
Scholars of treaty compliance have often focused on domestic mechanisms in the state’s
compliance behavior. It is well established in the literature that democratic countries tend to be
more compliant (Powell and Staton 2009; Simmons 2009; von Stein 2015). Democratic
institutions may provide the surveillance, enforcement, and accountability mechanisms that
international treaties often lack. And democracies have higher domestic costs for noncompliance
than non-democracies. While previous studies have shown that democracies have better records
of compliance, the precise mechanisms by which democratic institutions enhance the
effectiveness of treaty are not clearly specified. This chapter examines more refined mechanisms
of domestic political conditions by looking at when and how they mediate the treaty effect. In
particular, I investigate the effects of democratic elections, independent judiciaries and female
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legislators. While all of these serve to enhance the effectiveness of treaties, they each do so
differently. I provide evidence by analyzing the effect of ILO maternity treaties on the generosity
of maternity leave policy among 182 countries from 1958 to 2015, the most extensive coverage
in the literature of treaty compliance and maternity policy.

SCREENING VS LONG-TERM COMMITMENT
Von Stein (2005) published a provocative and groundbreaking article that challenges
previous research on treaty compliance. Replicating an influential study by Simmons (2000) on
the ratification and (non)compliance of an IMF treaty that prohibits states from restricting
international transactions, von Stein shows that states start removing restrictions four years prior
to ratification, but then putting them back two years after ratification. Therefore, she argues that
there is a selection effect going on with the ratification of treaties, but that commitments are
easily violated once they are signed off on. And she shows that after controlling for the selection
effect, treaties do not predict better state behaviors. This article provoked a number of theoretical
and empirical debates. Simmons and Hopkins (2005) respond to such criticism by articulating
the ex ante costs of ratification – ratification itself is a costly political process – and the
willingness to pay the non-zero costs of ratification is to distinguish a genuine intention from an
opportunistic one. In this sense, treaty ratification can be understood as a screening test of
willing countries. Given that maternity treaty ratification is not a prerequisite for the
implementation of policy and does not involve a lot of instrumental and symbolic values, states
paying the extra cost of ratification might be more willing to provide generous maternity leave
policy, which leads to the following hypothesis.
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H1: A country with a recently ratified maternity treaty will have more generous maternity
policy.

The first hypothesis does not distinguish whether the association between ratification and
generosity is the result of selection or influence. However, the real influence of a treaty will
appear exceeding the initial period following the ratification, because policy change right after a
ratification can be interpreted as a direct consequence of intention at the time of ratification. If
the ratification of a treaty is more than merely signing a contract, but rather proclaiming a real
commitment to internationalized norms, then the treaty will have sustained outcomes (Checkel
2005).
H2: Maternity treaty ratification will increase the generosity of maternity policy beyond
the initial phase of ratification

DOMESTIC POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS
Most treaties lack external enforcement systems. Scholars of treaty compliance have
looked at national political institutions as forms of domestic enforcement, dependent on which
treaties are rendered more or less effective. The literature shows that democratic forms of
political institutions lead to better treaty compliance. Simmons (2010) reasons that democracies
place law at the heart of public legitimacy and subject all forms of public authority to principled
limitations on the exercise of power. In this sense, compliance with a treaty is more consonant
with compliance with domestic constitutional obligations; governments which are willing to
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recognize the latter are generally more willing to comply with the former (Gaubatz 1996).
However, the precise mechanisms of how democratic institutions make their governments keep
their treaty commitments is underspecified. I examine three political factors – democratic
elections, independent judiciaries, and female legislators – and theorize their different
mechanisms in enhancing the effectiveness of treaty effect on policy outcome.
Democracy Democracy is a multifaceted concept, but here I focus on the minimalist concept of
democracy as an electoral system for choosing rulers (Cheibub et al. 2010). The idea is that a
country where governmental officials find positions through competitive elections have electoral
reasons to comply because constituents will punish their representatives for not doing so (Powell
and Staton 2009). Treaty ratification empowers domestic actors favoring the treaty, and the new
information generated by treaty bodies and monitoring systems informs domestic audiences
about their government’s record of compliance (Khagram, Riker, and Sikkink 2002). This in turn
increases the power of constituents who are in favor of a particular treaty or who respect the
observance of laws in general and gives them better chances of holding their governments
accountable. However, the pressure on states will be diminished to the extent that the electoral
mechanism is blunted.
H3: Maternity treaties will have stronger effects on democratic countries than on nondemocratic countries.

Independent judiciary The main function of the court is to set legal limits on government
behavior, including treaty noncompliance (Powell and Staton 2009; von Stein 2015). An
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independent judiciary, which in many cases overlaps with democratic government but is
conceptually and methodologically distinguishable, provides another mechanism for increasing
accountability of government action. However, this mechanism depends on the quality of the
courts. If a court is not truly independent, it may be unwilling or incapable of imposing penalties
on a government defecting from treaty obligations. Therefore, the following discussion assumes
an independent judiciary system. International treaties can be a resource in litigation against
government noncompliance and thus can impose a real cost for the breaching of treaty
obligations. In addition to litigation when a breach actually happens, a government’s concern
over whether their citizens are likely to file a lawsuit for noncompliance, and the fact that courts
are likely to provide legal redress, can have additional constraining power on government action
regarding treaty compliance (Powell and Staton 2009). This is referred to as the deterrence
capacity of independent courts. And this deterrence mechanism will affect the compliance
behavior of state earlier than the punishment mechanism through elections which would take a
longer time to have any effect.
H4: Maternity treaties will have a stronger effect on countries with independent
judiciaries.
H5: A positive effect from the interaction between maternity treaty and independent
judiciary will appear earlier than from the interaction between maternity treaty and
democratic election.

Female legislators Female legislators are more likely to advance women-friendly laws and
policies, and that holds true even after accounting for their party and the constituency they
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represent (Paxton, Kunovich, and Hughes 2007). Unlike the mechanisms of a democratic
election or an independent judiciary of which the sole effects on the maternity policy would be
null, female legislators can have direct influence on the generosity of maternity policy. And this
influence will be increased if the country they represent has ratified the treaty which legitimates
their claims. Female legislators also can enhance the treaty effect by facilitating the incorporation
of the treaty in the national legal system14 or by revising conflicting domestic laws if necessary.
And all of these positive effects of female legislators are more likely when there are more female
legislators represented in the legislature.
H6: A higher percentage of female legislators will lead to more generous maternity
policies.
H7: Maternity treaty will have a stronger effect on countries with a higher percentage of
female legislators.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Dependent Variable and Modeling Strategy
In order to examine the effect of maternity treaties on maternity leave policy, I first
measure the dependent variable, the level of generosity of maternity leave, using Social Security
Throughout the World (SSTW). SSTW has published bi-annual reports on social security
programs for more than 190 countries since 1958. I operationalize generosity by converting each

14

Countries have different legal systems regarding how international treaties are incorporated into
national law. In monist system, ratified treaties become part of municipal law without the need for further
state action. In dualist system, ratified treaties have no direct effect in national law in the absence of
domestic legislation to transform treaties into rules of the municipal legal order (Feldman 1999)
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country’s paid maternity and parental leave into “Full-time equivalent (FTE)” units (Ray,
Gornick, and Schmitt 2010). FTE is measured by the multiplication of the length of leave (in
weeks) and the benefit level during leave. For example, Switzerland provides 14 weeks of
maternity leave and mothers receive 80% of their usual earnings, so the total is the equivalent of
11.2 weeks of full-time wages. There are many cases in which replacement benefits are capped
for high earners. For the sake of simplicity, I assume a hypothetical full-time female worker
earning just about minimum wage and thus FTE is not affected by caps. In fact, many countries
peg their maternity benefits to minimum wages, and this assumption of a hypothetical worker
simplifies the standardization. For countries that offer flat-rate benefits, I calculate the flat-rate
benefits as a percentage of weekly GDP per capita (in current U.S dollars). While data on real
wages or minimum wages would be preferable than GDP per capita, such data is simply not
available for this wide coverage of countries for this long period (not to mention that many
countries do not have minimum wage policies). While this may cause the converted replacement
rate to be lower than the real one, I include a control variable for countries providing flat-rate
benefits during any period of maternity leave. [Table 3-1] shows descriptive statistics; average
generosity is 10.76 weeks with 13.34 standard deviation, and the maximum is 156 weeks, which
is equivalent to three fully paid years (Ukraine).
[Figure 3-1] shows the distribution of the generosity variable, and there are excess zero
values15. How much the policy provides during maternity leave is dependent on whether there is

15

One thing to note is that countries providing unpaid leave is treated as the same with no leave at all. In
my sample, 22.47% of observations have zero generosity, but only 1.44% have unpaid maternity leave,
which is fairly minor. I include a control variable of the existence of national leave policy even if it is
unpaid.
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a maternity policy in place. I use hurdle models to take into account excess zeros. The hurdle
model understands the level of generosity as a result of clearing a hurdle of the policy provision.
When the hurdle is not cleared, a bounded outcome results.

[Figure 3-1] Distribution of Dependent Variable, Maternity Leave Generosity

The hurdle model combines a selection model that determines the boundary points of the
dependent variable with an outcome model that determines its nonbounded values (positive
values). The hurdle model treats these boundary values as observed instead of censored (c.f.
Heckman selection model) (Wooldridge 2010). Hurdle models are characterized by the
relationship
variable,

=

ℎ∗ , where

is the observed value of the dependent variable. The selection

is 1 if the dependent variable is not bounded and 0 otherwise. In the case of policy

provision, the lower limit that binds the dependent variable is 0 so the selection model is
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=

1
0

if
+
>0
otherwise

where Z is a vector of explanatory variables, γ is a vector of coefficients, and ε is an error term.
The continuous latent variable ℎ∗ is observed only if

=1, clearing the hurdle. The

outcome model is defined as a linear model as
ℎ∗ =

+

where X is a vector of explanatory variables, β is a vector of coefficients, and ν is an error term.
Hurdle model allows different factors to be included in each selection and outcome models (c.f.
Tobit). For the linear model,
−

has a truncated normal distribution with lower truncation point

(Cragg 1971). To mitigate issues arising from panel data, I use robust standard errors and a

random effect by the duration of policy.

Independent Variables
The main independent variables are the dummy variables measuring times elapsed after
a recent maternity treaty ratification. In order to discern the causal influence of maternity treaties,
it is important to take account of timing. It would be logical to assume the treaty effect would be
strongest immediately on ratification (with some gaps in time due to implementation processes).
Therefore, I divide the ratification duration into narrower windows for the earlier period (1-20
years) using 5-year intervals, and then use 10-year intervals for the later period (21-30 years and
31-41 years). Duration of more than 41 years are lumped all together into one category of 41+
years. The ILO has three maternity treaties and countries ratify different numbers of treaties
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among the three. There is not much qualitative difference between these treaties as to the
generosity of leave and so I do not distinguish between types of treaties based on their terms of
generosity, but rather treat the number of ratifications as different levels of commitment. So the
assumption is that the more committed countries are more likely to ratify a new treaty when it
becomes available. I include the total counts of maternity ratifications in the selection component
of the hurdle model.
The three independent variables are related to conditions of domestic politics. First,
democracy is measured as a binary variable: 1 – democracy. Among multiple dimensions related
to democratic regimes, hypothesis 2 concerns the electoral mechanism in treaty compliance.
Therefore, I measure democracy as a method for choosing leaders – whether governmental
offices are filled as a consequence of competitive elections – following Cheibub, Gandhi, and
Vreeland (2010). For a regime to be democratic, both the chief executive office and the
legislative body must be filled via elections that are held at regular and known intervals, and
there must exist an opposition party that has some chance of winning office as a consequence of
elections. The second domestic political variable, independent judiciary, overlaps with
democracy in many cases, but can be distinguished theoretically and methodologically. The
concept of an independent judiciary means that judges are free from undue external influence in
the decision-making processes. I use the binary measure of independent judiciary from the
Political Constraint Index Dataset (Henisz 2002), which is jointly determined by a PolityIV score
on executive constraints and an International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) score on Law and
Order. The last domestic political variable is the number of female legislators, measured by the
percentage of seats held by women in national parliaments (Paxton, Green, and Hughes 2008). If
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a country has a bicameral legislature, it collects the percentage in the lower house. The mean for
female legislators is 9.53 (9.09 S.D). Rwanda scores the highest (56.3%) and Sweden the second
highest (47.3%).

[Table 3- 1] Descriptive Statistics

Dependent Variable: Generosity
Years since ratification: 1-5 years
Years since ratification: 6-10 years
Years since ratification: 11-15 years
Years since ratification: 16-20 years
Years since ratification: 21-30 years
Years since ratification: 31-40 years
Years since ratification: 41+ years
Total number of ratification
Democracy
Independent Judiciary
Female legislators
Regional Contagion
Competitor Contagion
Total ILO ratification
IGO Centrality
National Legislation
Total employer liability
Flat rate benefits
Duration of Policy
Newly independent
Communism
Population size
GDP per capita
Total fertility rate
Female labor force participation

Obs
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
7,403
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Mean
10.756
0.037
0.035
0.030
0.029
0.045
0.044
0.110
0.353
0.533
0.403
9.530
10.471
9.866
34.663
7.791
0.788
0.187
0.030
32.495
0.036
0.036
8.692
8.327
4.097
47.947

S.D
13.343
0.190
0.183
0.169
0.167
0.208
0.206
0.313
0.632
0.499
0.491
9.086
7.987
4.049
24.786
2.107
0.409
0.390
0.171
27.976
0.187
0.187
1.865
1.306
2.017
18.211

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.58
0
0
.109
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.94
5.24
1.08
0.30

Max
156
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
56.3
38.88
29.84
133
16.52
1
1
1
124
1
1
14.11
11.76
8.79
90.78

Next I introduce control variables. First, two sets of contagion variables are included to
capture peer effects from neighbor countries or trade competitors. I use the same spatial weights
used in Chapter 2, but now these spatial weights are multiplied by the generosity level of alter
countries. I also control for the total ILO ratification and IGO centrality because these factors
have significant effects on the ratification of maternity treaty in Chapter 2. Several variables
related to characteristics of maternity policy are included in the outcome models. First is the
existence of national legislation granting rights to maternity leave (i.e. labor codes) which will
have a positive impact on generosity. Second is a time-varying binary measure of total employer
liability if the costs of maternity leave fall entirely on individual employers rather than on social
insurance or social assistance funds. The degree to which individual employers bear costs
directly is likely to have a downward influence on generosity. The third is whether a country
provides flat-rate benefits instead of a replacement rate. Flat-rate benefits are generally
associated with targeted welfare programs (means-tested) rather than universal programs, thus
will be negatively associated with generosity. The final policy characteristic variable is the
duration of maternity leave policy, measured in years since the very first policy provision. This
variable is merely to control for the duration of the policy which may or may not have an
influence on the duration of ratification; I do not hypothesize the direction of this effect.
The next sets of control variables are related to country characteristics. Again, newly
independent countries are coded as 1 for the first five years since becoming an independent
country (Banks 2008). While newly independent countries are more likely to ratify maternity
treaties (Ch.2), they do so for more symbolic reasons and will have less generous policies. And
communism is measured as a time-varying binary variable and coded as 1 when a country is
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under the rule of a communist party; this is likely to have a positive influence on generosity
because communists view working mothers as ideal women and have organized welfare systems
based on that model (Kennedy and Einasto 2010). The size of a country is measured by the total
population (in thousands) and logged. As this chapter looks at the period between 1958 and
2014, a more precise measure of economic development are employed using GDP per capita.
Total fertility rate is controlled for because countries with low fertility rates tend to use generous
maternity policies to boost fertility rates, though there have been mixed findings about
effectiveness of maternity policy in increasing fertility rates (Brinton and Lee 2016). I therefore
expect a negative association between total fertility rate and generosity. Strong female labor
force participation would be positively associated with generosity. These country characteristic
control variables are from the World Bank database (http://databank.worldbank.org). Finally,
two sets of variables are included only in the selection model predicting whether or not a country
clears the hurdle of policy provision. The effect of maternity treaty is captured simply by looking
at the cumulative number of ratifications instead of fine-grained time-varying dummies used in
the outcome model. Since the number of total ILO ratifications was one of the few factors
influencing maternity ratification, it is again controlled for in the selection model.

RESULT
[Table 3-2] presents results from the hurdle models of maternity leave generosity. As a
hurdle model is a two-part model combining selection process for zero counts and outcome
process for positive counts, each model has two columns. Model 1 shows the effects of control
variables and Model 2 includes the duration since ratification.
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Model 2 shows that the hypothesis 1 is supported. Maternity treaty increases generosity
after 6 years of new ratification which could be a time lag for implementation. During 6 to 10
years after ratification, ratifiers increase generosity by 3.089 weeks compared to the generosity
level of countries with no maternity treaty. The amount of generosity increased due to treaty is
slightly higher for the subsequent periods as the duration of 11-15 years increases generosity by
3.190 weeks and the duration of 16-20 years yields an increase of 3.444 weeks. After 21 years of
ratification, the effect of treaty decreases to 1.796 weeks. After 31 years there is no longer
positive treaty effect, and it becomes rather significantly negative after 41 years of ratification.
In short, the longevity of treaty effect is quite long that the new ratification has large effects up to
30 years. This positive treaty effect sustained for 30 years can be interpreted as the outcome of
norm internalization and thus lend support for the hypothesis 2.
The main effects of domestic political variables are presented without the interactions.
Democracies are more likely to provide maternity policies but not necessarily more generous
leaves. Independent judiciary has no positive effect on maternity leave, and indeed it has a
negative effect on maternity provision. Female legislators themselves have positive effects both
on provision and generosity, which supports hypothesis 6.
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[Table 3- 2] Hurdle Models of Maternity Leave Generosity, 1958-2014

Model 1
Selection
Outcome

Model 2
Selection
Outcome

Years since new ratification
1.041
(.727)
3.089***
(.904)
3.190***
(.901)
3.444***
(.802)
1.796**
(.598)
-.370
(.513)
-4.087***
(.898)

1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-30 years
31-40 years
41+ years
Domestic Political Conditions
Democratic Election
Independent Judiciary
Female Legislators

.317***
(.053)
-.171**
(.053)
.025***
(.003)

.388
(.295)
-.372
(.305)
.076***
(.017)

.317***
(.053)
-.171**
(.053)
.025***
(.003)

.386
(.294)
-.133
(.291)
.082***
(.016)

.015***
(.004)
.028**
(.009)
.012***
(.002)
.155***
(.017)

.468***
(.032)
.113+
(.060)
.161***
(.011)
-.426***
(.105)

.015***
(.004)
.028**
(.009)
.012***
(.002)
.155***
(.017)

.404***
(.029)
.108+
(.062)
.145***
(.013)
-.484***
(.106)

International Influences
Regional Contagion
Competitor Contagion
Total ILO Ratification
IGO Centrality
Policy Characteristics
.434
(.308)
-1.516***
(.245)
-7.196***
(.795)
-.126***
(.012)

Existence of National Legislation
Total Employer Liability
Flat Rate Benefits
Duration of Maternity Policy
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.783*
(.318)
-1.409***
(.242)
-6.579***
(.767)
-.115***
(.012)

[Table 3-2] (Continued)
Country Characteristics
Newly Independent
Communism
Population Size
GDP per capita
Total Fertility Rate
Female Labor Force Participation
Selection: Treaty Effects
Total Maternity Ratification
Constant

-.177+
(.103)
.336**
(.104)
.015
(.014)
-.212***
(.026)
-.063***
(.018)
-.009***
(.001)
.726***
(.068)
.817*
(.345)

(Duration of Policy)
Observations
Number of Countries
Log pseudolikelihood
Robust standard errors in parentheses

.205
(.523)
3.114***
(.512)
.450***
(.080)
-.205
(.147)
-.213*
(.096)
-.010*
(.005)

4.138*
(1.884)
.050***
(.001)

-.177+
(.103)
.336**
(.104)
.015
(.014)
-.212***
(.026)
-.063***
(.018)
-.009***
(.001)
.726***
(.068)
.817*
(.345)

.253
(.507)
2.806***
(.513)
.567***
(.086)
-.045
(.142)
-.208*
(.094)
-.011*
(.005)

2.468
(1.816)
.050***
(.001)

7,403
7,403
182
182
-25006
-24727
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05, † p<.10

Four measures of international influences show different effects on maternity policy.
Regional contagion measured by average generosity in the region has a positive effect both on
provision and generosity. Competitor contagion significantly increases the likelihood for
providing leaves, but its positive effect on the generosity is statistically weak. Total ILO
ratification – the measure of state’s extent of internalization of norms related to labor rights - has
significantly positive effects both on provision and generosity, even after controlling for the
treaty effect. This means that more labor-friendly countries have more generous leave policies in
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addition to its positive influence on the ratification of maternity treaty (seen in Chapter 2). In
contrast, IGO centrality, which was one of the positive factors for treaty ratification, has a
positive effect on provision, but has rather negative effect on generosity. This indicates that
central countries in the IGO network are more likely to have a leave policy but its policy is less
generous, which provides another evidence that central countries are not necessarily more
committed but more concerned about symbolic legitimacy (as in chapter 2).
Most of the control variables lead in the expected direction. First I examine controls
related to maternity policy characteristics included in the outcome models only. The existence of
national legislation on maternity policy does not have a consistent positive effect. When
countries make employers totally liable for the cost of maternity leave, generosity is lower.
Countries providing flat rate benefits instead of wage replacement rate have lower generosity. It
is a bit surprising that countries with a longer history of policy have less generous policies. Yet,
they also have greater variance (random effect of policy duration is significantly positive). While
the correlation between generosity and policy duration is positive (r =.53), controlling for other
factors, the net effect of duration on generosity is negative.
The second set of control variables is related to country characteristics. Newly
independent countries are less likely to provide leave in the first five years since independence,
but if they have one, its newness doesn’t affect generosity. Communist countries have positive
effects both on provision and generosity. Countries with larger populations have more generous
policies but richer countries do not. Countries with higher fertility rates are less likely to provide
leave, and leave is less generous if it is provided. As maternity leave policy is often used as an
instrument to boost fertility rates among low fertility countries (Brinton and Lee 2016), high
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fertility countries do not have much incentive to provide generous policies. Finally, female labor
force participation has a significantly negative effect both on provision and generosity, which is
contrary to expectation. Again, generous maternity leave is also regarded as a policy instrument
to facilitate women’s labor force participation, and countries with the median level of female
labor force participation have the highest generosity. Finally, the total number of maternity
treaties ratified has a strong positive effect on the provision of policy.
Now I turn to the interaction effects between maternity treaties and domestic political
conditions, which is presented in [Table 3-3]. The interactions between the duration of treaties
and domestic politics reveal interesting patterns. Model 3 shows that democratic elections begin
to have positive interactions with maternity treaty after 31 years passed since ratification by
increasing 2.702 weeks and more so by increasing 3.710 weeks after 41+ years passed since
ratification. What is interesting is that these are the times when the main effect of treaty
disappeared in [Table 3-2]. Therefore, democratic elections extend the duration of treaty effects
to be effective longer than those in non-democracies as they enable demands from constituents to
be incorporated into the policy. This lends support to hypothesis 3. Model 4 tests the interaction
between independent judiciary and treaty, and it also shows long-lasting positive interactions
starting from 21 years of ratification. Moreover, it shows additional benefits much earlier at 6-10
years (at p=.052) and 11-15 years since ratification. This early effect would be difficult to
interpret as a direct consequence of litigation given the short time period. Rather it reflects
government’s self-compliance arising from the anticipation of legal disputes in courts they can’t
control.
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[Table 3- 3] Hurdle Models of the Interaction Effects between Maternity Treaties and Domestic
Political Conditions, 1958-2014
Model 3
Democratic
Election
Years since new ratification × Domestic Political Conditions
.649
1-5 years × DPC
(2.699)
.989
6-10 years × DPC
(2.293)
-.749
11-15 years × DPC
(2.013)
.757
16-20 years × DPC
(1.290)
.136
21-30 years × DPC
(1.111)
2.702**
31-40 years × DPC
(1.000)
3.710*
41+ years × DPC
(1.443)
Years since new ratification
1.139*
1-5 years
(.532)
3.063**
6-10 years
(1.060)
3.709**
11-15 years
(1.134)
3.554***
16-20 years
(1.037)
1.520*
21-30 years
(.604)
-1.844**
31-40 years
(.689)
-5.854***
41+ years
(.672)
Domestic Political Conditions
.061
Democratic Election
(.282)
-.042
Independent Judiciary
(.300)
.086***
Female legislators
(.016)
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Model 4
Independent
Judiciary

Model 5
Female
legislators

3.586
(2.655)
4.344+
(2.231)
3.965*
(1.741)
-4.174**
(1.543)
2.261*
(1.145)
5.272***
(.708)
3.490*
(1.706)

-.113
(.108)
.009
(.145)
.241*
(.115)
.191***
(.050)
.187***
(.046)
.535***
(.095)
-.157*
(.063)

.671
(.537)
2.704**
(.955)
3.077**
(1.028)
4.500***
(.914)
.820
(.851)
-2.214***
(.569)
-5.277***
(.623)

2.079*
(.867)
3.839***
(1.020)
1.547*
(.774)
1.533+
(.831)
.804
(.726)
-2.288**
(.721)
-2.848*
(1.189)

.236
(.280)
-.841**
(.294)
.088***
(.016)

.196
(.286)
-.059
(.291)
.073***
(.015)

[Table 3-3] (Continued)
External Forces
Regional Contagion
Competitor Contagion
Total ILO Ratification
IGO Centrality

.415***
(.029)
.063
(.062)
.145***
(.013)
-.492***
(.106)

.403***
(.027)
.019
(.059)
.146***
(.013)
-.492***
(.104)

.407***
(.031)
.025
(.063)
.141***
(.013)
-.450***
(.107)

.603+
(.316)
-1.321***
(.233)
-6.590***
(.763)
-.114***
(.012)

.807**
(.300)
-1.192***
(.226)
-6.552***
(.765)
-.108***
(.011)

.711*
(.314)
-1.258***
(.231)
-6.444***
(.771)
-.103***
(.012)

.227
(.489)
2.819***
(.512)
.605***
(.085)
.060
(.143)
-.202*
(.095)
-.012*
(.005)
1.867
(1.822)
.050***
(.001)

.132
(.470)
2.693***
(.507)
.590***
(.082)
.157
(.144)
-.239**
(.092)
-.011*
(.005)
1.637
(1.804)
.050***
(.001)

.196
(.507)
2.966***
(.532)
.587***
(.086)
.056
(.136)
-.218*
(.091)
-.010*
(.005)
1.954
(1.757)
.049***
(.001)

Policy Characteristics
Existence of National Legislation
Total Employer Liability
Flat Rate Benefits
Duration of Maternity Policy
Country Characteristics
Newly Independent
Communism
Population Size
GDP per capita
Total Fertility Rate
Female Labor Force Participation
Constant
(Duration of Policy)

Observations
7,403
7,403
Number of Countries
182
182
log pseudolikelihood
-24674
-24504
Note: Selection models were included but not reported
Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05, † p<.10
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7,403
182
-24598

CONCLUSION

This study started with the question of whether the ILO maternity treaties, which are not
very popular and for which there is no strong system of enforcement, has any influence on the
implementation of maternity leave policy. Using the extensive data on the generosity of leaves
among 182 countries during 1958-2014, this study confirms the beneficial effects of treaty well
beyond the initial period of ratification: Effects last as long as up to 30 years after ratification.
These sustained effects show that maternity treaties could have a powerful influence on policy
even after considering that more willing countries would join the treaty.
This study also investigates the domestic enforcement mechanisms of treaty compliance
focusing how democratic elections, independent judiciaries, and female legislators enhance the
treaty effect. It shows that while democracies do not necessarily have more generous policies,
democratic institutions such as elections and independent judges increase the effectiveness of
treaty, especially by extending the duration of treaty effect. Democratic institutions ensure their
governments keep their commitments longer. Independent judiciary provides more stable and
stronger constraining power on government than democratic elections. Female legislators, who
could have large representation both in democracies and non-democracies, increase the
generosity of maternity leave by themselves without a maternity treaty, but they also enhance the
effectiveness of treaty as well, especially from early on after new ratification. Yet, the effect of
female legislators on treaty compliance does not last as long that of democratic institutions where
enforcement pressures are continually exerted by empowered citizens
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Another finding of this study is that state motivations for ratification matter when it
comes to the implementation of policy. Committed countries to the norms of ILO have more
generous policy net of the treaty effect. Countries which symbolically ratify the treaty due to
their central position in the IGO network do not additionally increase the generosity extra of the
treaty effect. This analysis of maternity policy also reveals that regional contagion—not a factor
in the ratification of treaties—is a significant force in the expansion of maternity policy. Overall,
the institutionalization of maternity policy occurs through the diffusion of maternity policy,
rather than through the ratification of maternity treaties. This does not necessarily indicate the
weakness of the influence of treaties. It may have a “diffuse effect”—what Cole (2012) says
about treaties serving as policy scripts affecting policy practices independently of formal
ratification. Maternity treaty has apparently affected policies, as the duration of maternity leave
provided by countries is disproportionately concentrated in what the treaty has set as a minimum
– 55% of cases provide leave for a duration of between 12 and 14 weeks. Yet, most countries
implemented the standards of the treaty without formally ratifying it.
This study also suggests several implications on the future design of international treaties.
First of all, it confirms the importance of ratification. Ratification has a positive effect on policy
controlling for selection factors into the ratification. Ratification is a good opportunity for state
socialization which could have enduring influences on state behaviors. It locks in states for
future commitment. Therefore, it would be beneficial to encourage states to ratify treaties even if
they already meet the required conditions. To increase the effectiveness of treaties, cooperation
with domestic actors is key. Forming alliances with national groups and NGOs can trigger
domestic enforcement mechanisms. There are also implications for maternity policy. This study
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confirms that employer liability lowers generosity. The most recent ILO maternity treaty (No.
C183) allows exceptions with regard to employer liability, though it was prohibited in previous
treaties. While this exception might be included in order to facilitate greater participation by
countries, it could negatively affect generosity in the long-term.
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CHAPTER 4 CONTESTED DIFFUSION AND INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT
NETWORKS: THE LIBERALIZATION OF ABORTION, 1920-2007

This chapter turns attention to the case of liberalization of abortion. Abortion policy
presents a very different reproductive policy from maternity leave policy in that abortion is
highly contested. Legal abortion, which is generally discussed in the context of reproductive
rights formally declared by United Nations as human rights in 1968, is by no means highly
legitimated and remain contested in ways that other human rights do not. Abortion is at the heart
of such contentious issues as the definition of human per se, the right of women to control their
own bodies, the nature of state’s duty to protect the unborn, and the conflicting rights of the
mother and the fetus. Nevertheless, once having completely criminalized abortion throughout the
world, countries experience an emerging trend of liberalization. Since the first liberalization
event in 1920 by the Soviet Union, 67 percent of countries have laws allowing legal abortion at
least to preserve a mother’s health while half of them permit abortion for broader reasons other
than health. However, liberalization has been at a slower rate lately and the trend is facing a
backlash in restrictive legislation and court decisions.
Building upon institutional theories and social movement literature, this paper aims to
understand the diffusion mechanisms of controversial abortion policy. Institutional scholars
devote increasing attention to institutional contestation in their efforts to understand how
institutions emerge and change (Greenwood and Hinings 1996; Lounsbury and Crumley 2007;
Sanders and Tuschke 2007; Schneiberg and Clemens 2006; Seo and Creed 2002; Stryker 2000),
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but mainly focus on successful cases in which new practices gain significant legitimacy and are
ultimately institutionalized while having little consideration of counterfactual situations. In
parallel, social movement research has broadened their scope of inquiry to diverse arenas
encompassing domestic and international politics and markets (De Bakker et al. 2013; Khagram,
Riker, and Sikkink 2002; King and Pearce 2010; McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 2001) but less is
known about how field-level changes are produced beyond the proximate site of mobilization
and contention. I argue that key in the institutionalization of controversial practices is the level of
contention over the course of diffusion. High level of contention may facilitate diffusion at
earlier stage by shattering existing institutional arrangements that would be stable otherwise
(Fligstein and McAdam 2011), and by inducing shocks that arise public attention and mobilize
supporters (Heichel, Knill, and Schmitt 2013; Jasper and Poulsen 1995). However, the level of
contention needs to be reduced substantially at later stage of institutionalization since highly
sustained contention does not reduce uncertainty among laggards in doubt and hinders the
development of taken-for-granted schemata.
This paper explores such claim through one of the most contested policies, liberalization
of abortion, by answering the question of why liberalization is contested even with long history
and wide adoption. Unlike maternity policies and women’s night-work regulation, which were
coordinated by a prominent international organization such as the ILO, there is no international
agreement regarding abortion, and major international organizations have been hostile or
neglectful to abortion issues. Liberalization of abortion has been mainly advocated by
international activists and professionals housed in international non-government organizations.
Therefore, I focus on the role of two international advocacy networks, namely birth control
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movement (BCM) and women’s right movement (WRM) and highlight different mechanisms
through which BCM and WRM influence abortion liberalization. And I also explore dynamic
effects of alliances between transnational networks and domestic interest groups. In the
examination of advocacy network effects, I pay attention to two-network based measures:
position and prevalence. I argue that for controversial policies, country’s susceptibility is
dependent on network position (both of ego and alter) rather than the sheer number of network
ties. However, what is ironical is that such position-based adoptions result in limited diffusion in
which prior adoptions do not influence subsequent ones – countries do not follow central
countries but are affected when peripheral countries liberalize.
And I further show that not only the structural position in the network but also the
contexts of network matter. I examine this by comparing the different theorization of BCM and
WRM. BCM cares more about reproductive health and has an ambiguous stance about
legalization. WRM conceptualizes abortion as reproductive rights and justifies the more radical
type of liberalization – abortion on request. I show that the central position becomes the locus of
diffusion only if advocates have resolute consensus regarding liberalization. That is, it is WRM
that makes central countries embrace liberal abortion policy, especially the more radical form
(social liberalization). However, the BCM whose stance toward legalization is ambiguous, their
central countries do not repel the restrictive laws. Yet, when they meet with domestic physicians
who also have stakes in liberalization, those central countries in BCM are more likely to
liberalize therapeutic abortions and social abortions as well but to a letter extent.
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This chapter proceeds as follows: First, I describe world history regarding abortion policy
from the nineteenth century’s successful criminalization up to today. The second section
provides theoretical accounts of how social movements as norm entrepreneurs influence
institutionalization of controversial practices and describes the different theorizations of abortion
and advocacy strategies between BCM and WRM. In section 3, I derive hypotheses about
mechanisms through which BCM and WRM affect the diffusion of liberal abortion policy, again
highlighting the opposite effects between the two movements. Explanations of research design
and results follow in section 4. I conclude with avenues for future research.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The practice of abortion antedated all laws regulating the procedure. Historically,
however, the first legal approach to abortion was criminalization. England enacted the first
statutory prohibition of abortion in 1803, punishing the offenders with death penalty (Keown
1988). By the end of the nineteenth century, abortion was completely criminalized across the
globe. One of the factors behind such enormous success of the first anti-abortion legislation was
medicalization16. Modern physicians viewed the anti-abortion movement as means of leveraging
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Scholars have also pointed out three other main factors to explain the success of the first anti-abortion
legislations in the nineteenth century (Clowes 1995; Dixon-Mueller 1993; Lucker 1984). First, advance in
the scientific knowledge about pregnancy and fetal development provided technical reasoning of antiabortion. Second, the strong pronatalism that viewed the size of population as a national power provided a
social atmosphere for the criminalization of abortion. Third, Catholic church bolstered the anti-abortion
movement with the first definitive Papal condemnation in 1869, which altered its previous view allowing
abortion before fetal animation, “quickening”, and began to forbid abortion at any time and for any
reason.
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their professional and moral betterment against other competitors called “quack” and took series
of concerted actions against abortion. As a result, all abortions were criminalized except those
performed by physicians to prevent the death of mother, and the decision of what constitutes
lawful abortion was completely left to doctors’ full discretion. Yet, the first anti-abortion
movement paradoxically planted the seeds of future conflicts. First, laws were largely decoupled
from practices, and abortions were widespread and even increased due to growing desire for
birth control (Grossmann 1995; Lucker 1984; Sauer 1978). Second, the progress of medical
science itself began to challenge the situation. Before 1920, doctors made large strides in
discovering new treatments for conditions such as tuberculosis or serious vomiting that had
previously served as the major medical indications of lawful abortions. As “preserving the life of
the women” in the physical sense of word became a medical rarity, the consensus among medical
professionals about lawful abortions would break down in no time and abortion would reemerge
as political and moral issue.
The liberalization movement formed and developed as a response to criminalization by
seizing opportunities derived by such institutional paradoxes. An eclectic coalition of political
actors constituted new liberalization movement: Some came from commercial leagues selling
birth control products, some were members of socialist parties or working-class groups, and
others were drawn from diverse movements such as Freethought, neo-Malthusian or feminism.
They shared a vision of “healthy” modern society in which access to legal abortion and
contraception would assure a new “rational” social order that would promote both collective
welfare and individual happiness (Grossmann 1995). Yet, public discussion of sexuality was
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strongly condemned, and influential leaders were arrested and put on trial under laws relating to
obscenity like the Comstock law.
The incipient cooperation among abortion liberalizers with diverse interests was soon
divided into two distinctive movements: women’s rights movement (WRM) and birth control
movement (BCM) (Joffe, Weitz, and Stacey 2004; Lucker 1984). WRM and BCM have
commonalities in their origins but developed different ideas and strategies based on their
collective identities, which I explain further below. In addition to two competing advocacy
groups in disharmony, international policy environments for abortion have been hostile. Major
international agencies including the United Nations have been reluctant to deal with the issue of
abortion17 while transnational coalition of anti-abortion activists has been increasingly active
(Boyle, Kim, and Longhofer 2015). And the turnaround of the US government from ReaganBush administration especially fueled the tension (Camp and Lasher 1989).
Nevertheless, liberalization started first in 1920 by the Soviet Union legalizing all
abortions as to reasons, followed by European countries permitting abortions for therapeutic
purposes in the 1930s and for more permissive grounds later in 1950s. Since the late 1960s, a
global trend toward liberalization gained momentum outside of Europe. [Figure 4-1] presents the
current geographical distribution of abortion policies, which clearly shows liberalization is a
phenomenon of the “global north.” As of today, 67 percent of countries permit legal abortion at
least for therapeutic purposes and half of them (32%) further allow abortion for non-health
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United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) insisted that it does not take a position either for or against
the legality of abortion (UNFPA 1989:99).
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reasons as well. Yet, liberalization has been at a slower rate recently and in some countries the
trend is facing a backlash in restrictive legislation and court decisions. Currently, 32 percent of
countries ban abortions with minimal exception18. This study seeks not only to explain crossnational variation in liberalization, but also to understand why abortion policy has been fiercely
contested with relatively wide adoption and long history.

[Figure 4 - 1] Geographical Distribution of Abortion Liberalization

18

Many countries in this category explicitly permit abortion when pregnancy threatens a women’s life,
while others have no explicit exception spelled out in law. Even in the latter case, performance of
abortion to save a women’s life is usually interpreted as lawful under the principle of defense of necessity
in criminal laws (UN 2002). The exceptions are Chile, El Salvador, Malta and Nicaragua, where the
defense of necessity is highly unlikely (CRR 2015).
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AS CHANGE AGENTS
How can we explain the notable level of diffusion despite the high level of contention
surrounding the issue? I focus on the role of two international advocacy movements as external
forces. When practices are contested, the impetus for adoption is less likely to originate from the
in-house communities of potential adopters (Wäger and Mena 2013). Among many external
forces such as regulators and media, social movements have received increasing attention from
institutional scholars, mostly conceptualized as “institutional entrepreneurs” (David et al. 2012;
Fligstein 2001; Garud et al. 2007; Jennings et al. 2013; Maguire et al. 2004; Wry et al. 2011).
There is a rich literature about how movements derive changes using disruptive tactics,
persuasion, and bargaining (Giugni, McAdam, and Tilly 1999), but institutional scholars who are
interested in changes in the field level (instead of those targeted by movements) focus on how
social movements initiate institutional changes through two types of entrepreneur activities theorization and affiliation.
First, theorization is the discursive justification of changes that entrepreneurs wish to
effect through “the development and specification of abstract categories and the formulation of
patterned relationship such as chains of cause and effect” (Strang and Meyer 1993:492; see also
Green 2004; Greenwood, Suddaby, and Hinings 2002; Suddaby and Greenwood 2005).” A
practice is more likely to be legitimated when it is theorized in ways to increase its
comprehensibility and congruence with existing norms and routines (David et al. 2012; Wry et
al. 2011). Second, affiliation is a political means by which activists forge with other important
actors in the field. Building ties with other actors provides not only solution to the problem of
cooperation but also legitimacy (DiMaggio 1991; Selznick 1949; Strang and Sine 2002). And
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this is more so when endorsed by legitimate authority or high status actors (David et al. 2012;
Maguire et al. 2004; Sanders and Tuschke 2007). In sum, the key to successful institutional
entrepreneurship is how to connect the new practice with established norms and prominent actors
and thus to borrow legitimacy from existing institutional environments.
These activities do not occur in vacuum but under different opportunity structures and
available resources. However, little is known about how these factors affect entrepreneurial
activities because the literature has focused on successful cases in which “heroic” actors
overcome constraints and thus those factors are less visible to researchers (Garud et al. 2007;
Jennings et al. 2013; Suddaby et al. 2010). In the following section, I demonstrate how two
advocacy movements came to develop particular theorizations of abortion based on their
collective identities and how their theorization and advocacy strategies led them in
complementary but competitive relationship.

Birth Control Movement (BCM) and its ambivalent theorization of legal abortion
BCM is a social reform campaign concerning scientific and medical regulation of birth
and population. It was born out of Neo-Malthusian thoughts but experienced several major
transformations over the course of development. It was first started by a handful of social
reformers in Europe and North America who devoted the promotion of birth control as a
“crusade against poverty” (Fryer 1965). During the two World Wars when sexually transmitted
diseases became a public health concern, birth controllers forged alliances with medical
professions, and transformed their once militant and radical movement into a professional and
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medical one emphasizing hygienic method of contraception (Sanger 1925). Finally, BCM took
off as a truly transnational movement after World War II when it was infused with national
development ideology promoting population control for newly independent and developing
countries (Barrett and Frank: 205-206). Sponsored by powerful organizations such as the UN,
USAID, and Population Council, BCM acquired solid standing in international communities.
Their stance on legal abortion was always equivocal. Since their professional activities
exposed them to the myriad problems caused by illegal abortion, some argued that legalization
was the only way to combat the “abortion scourge”. Others wanted to disassociate themselves
from a “distasteful (Field 1983: p 226)” subject in the name of scientific neutrality. However, as
the consensus among medical professionals regarding “medically necessary abortions” became
more and more shattered with advances in obstetrical science, “sympathetic” physicians played
increasingly important roles in the liberalization (Dixon-Muller 1993; Linders 2004). Restrictive
laws penalize not only abortion-seeking women, but also doctors and midwives who perform
abortion procedures. Their strategy for law reform is to deplore the consequences of clandestine
abortion on maternal health and mortality using scientific knowledge and evidence-based
arguments. For example, the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics provides
their justification for “safe abortion” as such that “An estimated 22 million abortions continue to
be performed unsafely each year, resulting in the death of an estimated 47, 000 women and
disabilities for an additional five million women19” (FIGO website). While they actively supply
diagnostic frame of the problems (costs of clandestine abortions), but do not engage as much in

19

https://www.figo.org/figo-prevention-unsafe-abortion-initiative
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prognostic frame about the solutions such as how safe abortions could be granted and whether
legalization is necessary or not.
The reason is that their professional identities lead them to adopt a perspective on
abortion different from women’s points of view. Doctors, family planners, and demographers are
professionals who identify themselves as service providers responsible for societal goods such as
socioeconomic development, reproductive health, or, more generally, the scientific management
of reproduction. Their focuses are primarily on the provision of services rather than the
authorization of rights for such services. As a result, they are concerned more with improving
women’s access to safe abortion and women’s reproductive health than legalizing abortion and
women’s reproductive rights. When those goals can be achieved within the constraints of
prevailing laws as if the laws are liberally interpreted or not enforced and thus the provision of
medical care is not interrupted, then they do not exert much pressure toward legalization. And
this has been their strategy in many developing countries where they are well aware of the
dangers of intervening in this highly sensitive subject (Symonds and Carder 1973). However,
this is not the case for international women’s rights movements, who care very much about the
authorization and legal recognition of reproductive rights.

International Women’s Rights Movement and its resolute theorization of liberal abortion
Feminists since the nineteenth century have elaborated on the idea of reproductive rights
by articulating the principle of a woman’s right to “control her own body (Dixon-Muller 1993).
The first wave of WRM passionately committed to the idea of “voluntary motherhood” and
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identified excessive childbirths and childrearing as obstacles for such objective due to their
detrimental effect on mothers’ health and resources (Gordon 1973; Petchesky 1990). After BCM
took the route of professionalization, feminists broke away and formed a new movement for
legal abortion criticizing the BCM as “virtually ceased expressing any concern with the women’s
rights aspects of birth control (Gordon 1976: p 310)”. Two camps’ initial uneasy relationship
became even more troublesome after World War II because feminists were very critical to BCM
implementing national population control policies in developing countries (Joffe et al. 2004).
It was not until the second wave of feminist movement in the 1960s and 70s that
feminists brought a whole new frame to abortion and gave central focus on the issue. Under the
catchphrase “The Personal is Political,” they raised a number of issues related to women’s
private lives and sexuality and developed a master frame of “sexual self-determination”. It is
through this frame that WRM began to understand the right to abortion as a fundamental
women’s right, which had been discussed in the framework of medico-moral issue. Feminists
promoted abortion as a matter of women’s reproductive rights and of social justice in
recognizing women as competent and conscious decision makers in their own lives (Cook and
Dickens 2003). Hence, they demand that abortion decision should be in women’s hands
(“abortion on request”) and does not belong either to governments or to doctors.
In short, WRM came to theorize legal abortion as one of their unique and primary issues
through their competitive relationship with birth controllers. By using the language of rights,
they discuss abortion on the basis of fundamental value orientation, unlike birth controllers who
make ambiguous claims about the instrumental effects of safe abortion for reproductive health.
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This way, WRM could have resolute stance toward liberal abortions and provide firm
justification for legalization. However, like typical advocacy organizations with weak resources,
their influence is primarily limited to the use of disruptive tactics to raise public awareness of the
problem. More importantly, their reproductive right frame cannot solve the fundamental question
of whether “abortion is murder”, whereas in the medical framework abortion may be justified on
the ground that the death of unborn embryo is sacrificed “in a good cause”. Consequently, the
reproductive right frame further increases the contentious nature of the abortion discussion.
[Table 3-1] summarizes and compares the differences in the theorization and advocacy activities
between BCM and WRM as well as their level of contention within group and to general society.

[Table 4- 1] Summary of advocate activities and level of contention between BCM and WRM

Advocate Activities
Affiliation
Frame
BCM

WRM

Professionals
(Doctors,
demographers,
family planners)
Feminists,
Activists

Goals of
Liberalization
Reproductive Enhancement of
health
service provision
and women’s
access to abortion
Reproductive Authorization of
right
right to abortion,
Women’s
empowerment

Level of Contention
Within Group With General
Society
Higher
Lower
(Ambivalent
(Scientific)
toward
liberalization)
Lower
Higher
(Resolute
(Political)
toward
liberalization)

DIFFUSION MECHANISMS OF CONTESTED POLICES
Having discussed the fundamental differences in their causes for liberal abortion policies
between BCM and WRM, now I turn to the channels transmitting those logics to individual
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countries. In doing so, my approach departs from previous studies in two ways. First, world
polity scholars typically measure the linkages to international organizations by using country’s
memberships without much consideration of structural properties of those memberships (Boyle
et al. 2015; Fernández unpublished manuscript). However, as Strang and Meyer (1993) content,
the less legitimated a practice is, the more likely its diffusion would be relationally structured. I
measure the international linkages to BCM and WRM by using network centrality scores of
countries. By incorporating the structural inequalities among countries with regard to their
position in the international networks, this study reverses the finding from an earlier study
(Boyle et al. 2015) and shows indeed that there is strong and consistent influence from WRM on
the liberalization of abortion, but it is dependent on the network position rather than the number
of ties.
Second, scholars of contested diffusion have investigated what types of network
properties such as structural hole (Battilana and Casciaro 2012), strong ties (Battilana and
Casciaro 2013; Centola and Macy 2007) and cohesive network (Davis and Greve 1997) facilitate
the diffusion of controversial practices but there are not many studies about how network
contexts matter by comparing similarly structured networks. I argue that contexts of network are
critical especially for controversial policies because the network contexts determine what
information is circulated or blocked and how information is interpreted within networks. I tackle
this issue by comparing how differently BCM and WRM influence liberalization given their
different rationales for abortion.
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Central Position as the Locus of Pressure
The idea is that the extent to which potential adopters feel the pressure for controversial
practices differs by their positions in the movement networks, and thus the more central a
country is, the greater the pressure is. Movement activities tend to target central actors in the
expectation that high visibility and prominence of central actors would have greater influences
on others if they are changed first (Krinsky and Crossley 2014; Wäger and Mena 2013). And
central actors are more exposed to the issue and bear higher costs for non-conformity than
peripheral ones. This is a general observation and has proved by many studies. What I like to
emphasize is that the effect of network centrality depends on the level of contention or lack
thereof within advocacy group (Kogut and Macpherson 2011). If advocates are ambivalent about
the value of legalization like BCM, central countries in their network would not feel much
pressure. However, if group members have resolute stance toward liberalization, central
countries in WRM will be more likely to feel pressured to liberalize, especially the more radical
form of abortion.
Hypothesis 1: Central countries in WRM are more likely to liberalize abortion than
central countries in BCM.
Hypothesis 2: The network centrality in WRM would have a stronger effect on social than
therapeutic liberalization

Domestic Players and Their Interaction with International Pressures
Institutional scholars have examined the interplay between external and internal forces.
Here I examine two domestic interest groups, physicians and female legislators, because these
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groups have been found to be influential in a number of domestic policies (Boyle et al. 2015;
Paxton, Hughes, and Green 2006). While the domestic factors themselves are not my primary
interest, the same logic with the above hypothesis 1 should be applied to domestic groups as well
if my arguments about the importance of theorization of abortion (stance toward legalization) are
right. That is, domestic groups supportive of women’s rights are more likely to promote legal
abortion than those concerned with medical framework. Therefore, in line with hypothesis 1, I
derive a hypothesis about positive effect of female legislators but not of domestic physicians.
Hypothesis 3: Female legislators would have a stronger positive effect on liberalization
than domestic physicians.

A more interesting investigation will be the interaction effect between international and
domestic groups. Institutionalists have suggested various ways in which external and internal
pressure interplay but mostly show reinforcement relationships in the diffusion of legitimated
practices. That is, external pressure (A) and internal pressure (B) have independently positive
effects as well as the interaction (AB) (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Linos 2013). In contrast, Dobbin,
Kim and Kalev (2011) show that when resistance from potential adopters is more than feasible
and both external norms and internal advocates are well aligned, there is an alternative
relationship between external and internal forces, meaning that external pressure (A) and internal
pressure (B) have independently positive effects, but there is no additional effect (no AB). The
scope condition of this is that potential adopters can easily resist. External and internal forces are
substitutes for one another and if an organization can resist one source of pressure, additional
force doesn’t make that organization adopt. This alternative relationship would be applicable to
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women’s right advocates (WRM and female legislators) in this study. Yet, what I add to this
discussion is that when external and internal advocates are both ambiguous about the policy and
thus do not exert independent influences such as advocates of birth controllers, there will be only
dependent relationship between the two. In other words, external and internal pressures take the
full force when both factors are at work (no A and no B, but only AB). Note that this is different
from complementary relationship in which each factor has its own positive effect in addition to
interaction effect. And I also expect that the dependent interaction effect would be stronger for
the therapeutic liberalization than social liberalization because they would like to settle down in
less controversial policy.
Hypothesis 4: There will be positive interactions between domestic physicians and BCM
centrality, whereas the interaction between female legislators and WRM centrality would
have no positive effect.
Hypothesis 5: The positive interaction between BCM centrality and domestic physicians
would be stronger for therapeutic abortions than for social abortions.

Prevalence and Inference from Adopter’s Position
Hypotheses 1 through 5 deal with the direct effects of advocates. Yet, a successful
institutionalization should be beyond the direct consequences of advocacy works and the practice
should be accepted by mainstream without substantial recurrent mobilization (Jepperson 1991).
When a practice is nascent, promoters fight hard to persuade audiences about the value of their
innovation. However, once many instances of the practice exist, the need for elaborate
justification should diminish (Hannan and Freeman, 1989, p.132). Green (2004) argues that from
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a rhetorical point, evidence of acceptance is the lack of need to linguistically support the
practice, and posits curvilinear relationship between justification and institutionalization:
Increase of justification occurs at the beginning of a practice’s diffusion and prior to that
practice’s achieving taken-for-granted status (Green 2004:656, emphasis mine). This is the
tipping point at which collective, constitutive, and institutional process becomes more salient
than the direct processes of persuasion, connections, or internal demands (Sanders and Tuschke
2007; Tolbert and Zucker 1983).
However, sustained contestation and heated defense of a practice “tend to imperil the
objectivity and exteriority of such taken-for-granted schemata (Suchman 1995: p 585).”
Contestation surrounding controversial practices heavily bears cognitive and political costs on
potential adopters. Positive information about illegitimate practices is simply out of sights by
evaluators (Zuckerman 1999) or purposely filtered out by opponents (Jonsson 2009; Lee and
Strang 2006). Analyzing the adoption of asset funds among Swedish firms, Jonsson (2009)
shows that when a product is deviant from professional norms, its positive performance does not
lead to subsequent adoptions and thus controversial products suffer from “deviation discount”
meaning systemic downgrade of information. Studies of contested diffusion have found limited
or absence of prevalence effect (Kraatz and Zajac 1996; McMahon-Howard 2011; Rao and
Sivakumar 1999; Sanders and Tuschke 2007; Soule and Earl 2001; Tolnay, Deane, and Beck
1996), which has been regarded as the most important indicator of legitimacy (Colyvas and
Jonsson 2011; Hannan and Freeman 1989; Tolbert and Zucker 1996). Sustained contestation
limits contagion because it blocks the positive feedback mechanism of diffusion in which prior
adopters raise the pressure (legitimacy) to cause further adoptions.
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In the case of abortion, liberalizing abortion on the ground of socio-economic reasons
such as economic hardship or divorce, or without any restriction as to reasons has been much
more contested than therapeutic abortion which may be justified in the name of preserving a
woman’s physical or mental health. WRM has promoted that a woman should have complete
discretion in her decision under the master frame of “sexual self-determination” before securing
sufficient acceptance of therapeutic abortion and thus fueled controversy in the abortion issues.
This strategy may facilitate the adoption of radical forms of liberalization among early adopters
(central countries) as hypothesis 1 and 2 predict. However, what I argue is that this increases
uncertainty and resistance among laggards and results in an unintended consequence by limiting
the contagion coming from prevalence effect.
Hypothesis 6: Network prevalence of liberalizers would have weaker effects on social
liberalization than therapeutic

If highly sustained contestation hinders contagion process of controversial practices, then
what would reduce the contestedness of abortion policy and persuade potential adopters to
follow suit? There will be a number of different strategies, but here I focus on the diffusion
mechanism itself - inferences drawn from the characteristics of prior adopters. Diffusion scholars
have argued that different characteristics of adopters carry different meanings to the practices
and potential adopters. In the context of contested diffusion, Briscoe and Safford (2005) show
that it is the adoption of resistant companies, not of activism-prone companies, that triggers
widespread diffusion of same-sex partner benefits. The adoption of activism-prone companies
may not be surprising and thus do little to hesitant laggards, but if companies known to be
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resistant adopt controversial practices, then it can be seen as “compelling evidence that the
practice no longer carries the costs and uncertainties associated with contention (Briscoe and
Safford 2005:466).”
Then what characteristics of countries would matter? Which country’s liberalization
would deliver the most surprise to the world? We could think of the liberalization of very
religious countries like Ireland or Iran. Instead of cultural factors, I pay attention to the network
position of adopters. If central countries are viewed as better aligned with norms promoted by
advocacy groups such as WRM, the adoption of central countries would be seen as a natural
consequence. In contrast, the adoption of peripheral countries would add more weight to the
pressure for laggards, because it may be interpreted as that resistance is no longer feasible.
However, in the case of BCM where actors have an ambivalent stance on legal abortion, the
adoption by central countries than peripheral countries is more likely to attract other countries
because central adopters would reduce the uncertainty associated with legalization among
hesitant observers and make them believe liberalization as desirable option.
Hypothesis 7: The more a county is connected with peripheral adopters in WRM, the
more likely a country is to liberalize abortion.
Hypothesis 8: The more a country is connected with central adopters in BCM, the more
likely a country is to liberalize abortion.
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DATA AND METHOD
I collected data on 207 countries and semi-independent territories between 1920 and
2007, using criteria determined by Banks (2008). The time point starts in 1920 when the first
liberalization event occurred in the Soviet Union, and ends in 2007 due to data availability.
Therefore, my data cover a total population of countries over an 88 year period. Multiple sources
are used to collect the data. Abortion laws are determined mainly by two sources: United
Nations’ “Abortion Policies: A Global Review (UN 2002, 2013)” and the report of International
Federation of Professional Abortion and Contraception Associates (FIAPAC 2014). Crosschecking two sources reveals that two reports exhibit a high level of precision. I record the year
of passage of an abortion bill.
In order to measure the network variables, I construct yearly data on international
organizational membership using Handbook of International Organizations (Handbook)
published by the League of Nations for the 1920-1939 period, and Yearbook of International
Organizations (Yearbook) by the Union of International Associations after WWII. Following
Wallace and Singer (1970), an international organization is considered if it meets three criteria:
(1) It must have members (states, national associations and individuals) in at least three different
countries; (2) It must possess a permanent secretariat and corresponding headquarters; and (3) it
must function autonomously20. For the types of IOs, I rely on the subject categories by which the
Handbook and Yearbook classify organizations. For birth control movements, I select the

20

A technical issue is worthy of mentioning. There are gaps between timing of foundation and first entry
into the sources. For the total of 172 organizations in my sample, 53% of them enter the sample within 5
years of founding and 80% of them enter within 10 years, resulting in average 7.24 year gap between
founding and first entry.
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categories of “birth control”, “neo-Malthusian”, “obstetrics”, and “population”. For women’s
movements, “women” and “feminism” were used while excluding religious organizations21. As a
result, 50 organizations are included for BCM (see [Appendix B1] for the list of organizations in
this category) and 122 for women’s right movements WRM (listed in [Appendix B2]).

Dependent variable
The dependent variable of interest is the occurrence of abortion liberalization and I focus
on two types – legalization of abortion for therapeutic reasons (therapeutic), and for socioeconomic reasons (social) because of theoretical and practical reasons. These two types of
liberalization represent meaningful breakthrough points in the spectrum of liberal abortion
policy. Therapeutic abortion is the first step to de-criminalize abortion, and social abortion grants
legality of abortion beyond therapeutic reasons. It is noteworthy that abortion laws are ordinal in
nature, and thus if a country has legalized more liberal abortions (i.e. for mental health), it means
that lower levels (i.e. for physical health) are automatically guaranteed22. Therapeutic
liberalization is coded 1 when the law explicitly allows abortion (1) on physical or (2) mental
health reasons. Social liberalization is coded 1 when the law explicitly allows abortion for nonhealth reasons or does not restrict abortion as to the reasons. Technically, liberalization is a rare

21

One exception is “Catholics for Choice” because of their explicit support for abortion.

22

There are two other conditions for legal abortions: in case of rape or incest, and fetal impairment. I do
not consider these conditions as they reflect somewhat distinctive dimensions of abortion policies than
those I examine in this paper and do not fit into the ordinal quality of liberalization I measure. For these
conditions, see Boyle et al. 2015
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event (King and Zeng 2001), and combining two similar categories (i.e. physical and mental
versus socio-economic and without restriction) will yield more robust estimates.

[Figure 4- 2] Estimates of the transition probabilities of liberalization events

[Figure 4-2] plots transitional probabilities of therapeutic and social liberalization.
Therapeutic liberalization was steadily increased after the 1930s, accelerated in the 1960s and
stalled after late 1990s. The social liberalization shows steeper increases than therapeutic with a
big leap in 1991 when former Soviet Union countries gained independence but exhibits slower
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pace since then. At the end of the period, the total population of countries is divided almost
equally among the three levels of liberalization.

Independent Variables
For network measures, I construct bipartite network data annually by using BCM and
WRM organizational membership between 1920 and 2007, yielding 2 networks × 88 years.
First, I measure the BCM degree and WRM degree by counting the total number of organizations
a country participate in each network. The next independent variables are two eigenvector
centralities calculated from bipartite networks (Faust 1997). I choose eigenvector centrality
because it is the most common measure of power and status and is widely used by other world
polity scholars (Beckfield 2008; Hafner-Burton et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2009; Ward 2006).
Eigenvector centrality incorporates the centrality of other actors to which an ego is connected
(Bonacich 1972). In the bipartite context, the centrality of a country is proportional to the
centralities of the IOs with which it is affiliated, and the centrality of an IO is proportional to the
centralities of its members, which can be seen in the equation below:
( )=

1

(

)

(1)

where Cn is the vector of eigenvector centrality for countries ( ),
is the vector of eigenvector centrality for IOs (

) and

is the largest eigenvalue, Cm

is the affiliation network of country i

with an IO k. In order to reflect the fact that the number of IOs increase over time as well as to
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reduce the correlation between centrality and degree, I standardized two centrality measures by
year.
The next network measure is network prevalence variables which is written:
=

where

(

−

)

(2)

is the strength of the relationship (number of co-membership) in each network between

country i and j, and

and

are counties’ adoption. I do not consider negative influence from

less liberal country to more liberal one to reverse liberalization23. Therefore, a high score of
network prevalence is given to a country with restrictive law and is closely connected to other
liberal countries. I normalized it by the total membership of country i.
Lastly, I take account of the network position of countries that have adopted legal
abortion policy. The construction of these variables are the same with equation (2) but now

is

the total number of co-membership between a focal and other central or peripheral adopters. To
identify who are central or peripheral, I use the centrality scores for alter countries but
dichotomize them for computational efficiency. A countries is coded to be central if its centrality
is above the mean of each year for at least 5 successive years. The same method is used for the
construction of peripheral position but using the criteria of below mean instead. These variables
are named as network connectivity with central adopters or peripheral adopters. Unlike the
prevalence variables measuring how widely legal policies are spread among network peers, these

23

There are only two cases that overturned its previously-liberal-law defined as in this paper, Poland and
Iran, and thus I do not consider these re-criminalization events.
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connectivity variables capture how strongly a country is connected to prior adopters with varying
network positions.
I also include a country’s total membership in general INGOs, the most frequently used
measure in world polity studies, to test what matters for abortion policy may simply be a general
level of involvement of countries in any international organizations regardless of the policy
fields. And as a last measure of external influence, I include regional prevalence effect. The
equation for regional prevalence effect is the same with the network prevalence above, but I use
Worldbank regional categories for

instead: Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and Pacific, Middle

East and North Africa, Latin America and Caribbean, Central and Eastern Europe, and the West
including North America.
For domestic interest groups, I employ the number of female legislators (Paxton, Green,
and Hughes 2008) and physicians per thousand population (Worldbank 2010) but these two
measures are available only after 1945 and thus included only in [Table 4-5]. And I include
several control variables for domestic factors. First, colonial legacy is measured by sets of timevarying dummy variables: No colonialism (reference category) British, French, Portuguese,
Spanish, and USSR, and other colonies (CIA World Factbook). Colonial legacy may have
negative impacts on the liberalization of abortion. Colonial powers introduced and enforced
distinctive economic, political, and social arrangements into their colonies (Paxton et al. 2006),
and the most apparent influence is in legislation system. European colonizers imposed penal
codes criminalizing abortion on their colonies, and newly independent states maintained their
restrictive abortion laws inherited from their colonizers even long after their independence. Yet,
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former USSR countries will have more liberal abortion policies due to the influence of Soviet
Union which liberalized abortion for the first time in history. Second, using the same source, I
use a series of time-invariant religion dummy measured by the common religion of the majority
population in a country: Protestant (reference category), Catholic, Muslim, and other religion.
Religion has been discussed in the literature as the single most important factor (Asal, Brown,
and Figueroa 2008; Evans 2002; Medoff 2002; Pillai and Wang 1999; Strickler and Danigelis
2002; Trent and Hoskin 1999). Catholicism and Islamism are particularly pointed out to be
associated with opposition to legal abortion. For political environments I include the year of
independence determined by Bank (2008) and communism coded as 1 for the time when a state
is controlled by communist party. I also tried two other measures of politics such as democracy
using Polity IV (Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers 2014) and veto points using Political Constraint
Index (Henisz 2002) but they did not provide any significant effects but only reduced the number
of countries and time periods and thus I drop them in the analysis (Robustness checks including
these measures are available upon request). Finally, for structural factors, I control for the size of
countries using logged total population in thousands and the level of industrialization using
energy consumption per capita (COW 2010). Descriptive statistics and correlations are presented
in [Table 4-2] and [Table 4-3]. Notables are high correlations between the same network
measures from two networks. For example, BCM and WRM degrees are correlated by .838,
centralities are .772, and prevalence measures are .949.
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[Table 4- 2] Descriptive Statistics of Key Variables
Variables

Obs

Mean,%

S.D

Min

Max

1 Therapeutic Liberalization
Social Liberalization
No event
2 Colony – None
– Britain
– France
– Portugal
– Spain
– USSR
– Other
3 Religion – Catholic
– Protestant
– Muslim
– Other
4 Independence
5 Communism
6 Size
7 Industrialization
8 INGO membership
9 Regional prevalence
10 BCM – Membership
11
– Prevalence
12
– Centrality
13
– Connectivity with central adopters
14
– Connectivity with peripheral adopters
15 WRM – Membership
16
– Prevalence
17
– Centrality

76
74
8,446
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596
8,596

.88%
.86%
98.26%
.14
.32
.16
.03
.17
.01
.17
.39
.18
.25
.18
.02
.05
8.34
2.29
5.01
.30
5.25
.35
-.04
118.15
46.17
8.27
.38
-.04

.35
.47
.36
.18
.38
.12
.38
.49
.38
.43
.38
.13
.21
1.93
7.16
1.44
.21
4.69
.23
.93
12.62
52.61
8.49
.23
.95

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.64
0
-.69
0
0
0
-2.77
0
0
0
0
-1.67

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13.33
127.87
11.37
.96
28
.84
2.90
622
213
56
.85
2.32

18
– Connectivity with central adopters
19
– Connectivity with peripheral adopters
20 Duration
21 Domestic Physicians
22 Female legislators

8,596
8,596
8,596
6,993
6,993

164.82
31.04
4.08
.62
5.73

217.78
46.06
9.63
.78
6.33

0
0
0
.00
0

1133
274
74
13.93
48.8
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[Table 4- 3] Correlations
Never

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Independence
Communism
Size
Industralization
INGO degree (logged)
Regional density
BCM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
WRM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
Duration
Domestic Physicians
Female legislators

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Independence
Communism
Size
Industralization
INGO degree (logged)
Regional density
BCM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
WRM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
Duration

Britain

France

Portg.

Spain

-.033
.094
.147
-.004
.133
-.046
-.056
-.184
.213
-.134
-.175
.033
-.182
.228
-.087
-.133
.089
.208
.028

.022
-.101
-.147
.193
-.010
.088
.047
.155
-.104
.087
.113
.037
.176
-.026
.081
.081
.028
-.052
-.063

.014
-.002
-.044
-.079
-.024
.032
.040
.157
-.117
.079
.122
-.067
.127
-.204
.003
.081
-.082
-.162
-.079

.007
-.041
.047
-.026
-.036
.005
.000
.068
-.065
.026
.048
.004
.062
-.039
.021
.046
.006
-.061
.118

-.048
-.089
.022
-.068
.012
-.130
.060
-.083
.187
.033
-.029
.073
-.092
.077
.061
.006
-.084
.035
.041

Cath.

Protst.

Muslim

Other

4

-.371
-.465
-.375
-.040
-.061
-.090
-.043
.092
.030
.056
-.043
.153
.026
-.028
.103
-.049
.122

-.270
-.218
.004
-.027
-.154
.008
.092
.007
-.061
-.048
.049
-.081
-.059
.059
-.037
.205

-.273
.024
-.061
.096
.134
-.143
.019
.028
.128
-.135
.074
.104
-.126
.108
-.267

.020
.173
.160
-.105
-.047
-.067
-.042
-.042
-.090
-.036
-.023
-.046
-.025
-.056

-.001
-.071
.037
-.188
-.001
-.111
-.198
-.163
-.125
-.112
-.096
-.212
-.107
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USSR

Other

.131
.326
.020
-.007
-.088
.183
-.096
-.088
-.124
-.098
-.087
-.088
-.076
-.093
-.080
-.072
-.016
.082
.149

-.004
.046
.012
-.059
-.052
-.005
-.078
-.086
-.086
-.077
-.064
-.067
-.083
-.024
-.074
-.065
.045
.074
.002

5

6

-.002
-.046
-.046
.028
-.106
-.086
-.091
-.108
-.096
-.129
-.069
-.103

-.100
.466
-.110
.355
.001
.593
.241
.089
.377
-.010
.527

[Table 4-3] (Continued)
21 Domestic Physicians
22 Female legislators

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

.002
.065

-.039
-.027

.042 -.011
-.031 -.020

-.086
-.097

INGO degree (logged)
Regional density
BCM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
WRM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
Duration
Domestic Physicians
Female legislators

7
.081
.156
.061
.122
-.029
.078
.055
.016
.108
-.025
.021
.013
.073
.220
-.072

8

9

10

11

.451
.685
.503
.596
.601
.471
.686
.516
.660
.586
.450
.285
.317
.178

.622
.760
.001
.675
.654
.502
.776
.107
.589
.544
.299
.464
.375

.738
.510
.944
.777
.838
.726
.460
.874
.725
.370
.270
.284

WRM – Degree
– Prevalence
– Centrality
– Connectivity. Central
– Connectivity. Peripheral
Duration
Domestic Physicians
Female legislators

14
.702
.817
.101
.849
.902
.370
.096
.420

15
.552
.661
.930
.816
.377
.277
.374
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16

.091
.694
.673
.330
.131
.363

17

.424
.202
.182
.289
.101

.095
.827
.833
.544
.949
.059
.690
.686
.329
.131
.356
18

.912
.394
.218
.419

-.099
-.120
12

.333
.100
.501
.062
.772
.320
.127
.138
.183
-.033

.148
.260
13

.900
.797
.815
.303
.910
.817
.379
.223
.353

19

20

.366
.092
.446

.178
.210

Methods
My dependent variables are occurrence of two types of liberalization: therapeutic and
social and countries can experience those events through different pathways. A country would
legalize therapeutic abortions at first, and then further liberalize social abortions later or
censored. In other cases, a country can liberalize social abortions in one fell swoop. Therefore,
therapeutic and social liberalizations are competing risks, but social is an end state from which
further transitions cannot occur.
In order to analyze such multiple paths toward liberalization, I use multi-state model
(MSM). MSM is able to analyze all event occurrences simultaneously, a promising method to
study the evolution of the process and sequence of events. MSM is built on the event history
model, but it allows subjects to be at risk for more than one kind of events and for multiple
times. It takes account of the fact that different types of risks are not independent of one another
since the risk of experiencing event A is likely to be related to that of event B. This model is
appropriate for understanding the entire interrelated trajectories of the liberalization process.
The hazard functions of MSM consider the instantaneous risk of a transition from state m
into state l at time t (transitional intensity). It is defined as

ℎ ( )=

∆ →

(( ( + ∆ ) = | ( ) =
∆

)

ℎ ( ) denotes the corresponding transitional intensity and X(t) denotes the state occupied at
time t. It often makes an assumption that MSM is Markovian, which implies that the hazard
depends only on the current time and the current state, but there are extensions for allowing
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(3)

various types of time dependencies (Mills 2011). An observation is censored from the risk set for
a state l when 1) it experiences other competing events, or 2) it is stopped to be observed any
longer (typical censoring). Hougaard (1999) provides an excellent review on the MSM including
mathematical descriptions of the model. Box-Steffensmeier and Jones (2004) discuss MSM in
the contexts that might be more relevant for social science research.
I estimate transition-specific Cox models with stratified hazards (Mills 2011) and robust
standard errors. The model is expressed following:
ℎ ( | )=ℎ
ℎ

,

,

( ) exp(

)

( ) is the baseline hazard of the transition from m to l ,

specific coefficients, and

(4)
is the vector of transition-

is the vector of covariates. This model specifies different covariate

effects for the different transitions, as well as separate baseline transition hazards for each
transition. Researchers can decide which coefficients are allowed to be transition-specific as well
as the number of transitions. I set coefficients to be the same within the same type of
liberalization, while allowing each path to have its own baseline hazard. In other words, I assume
that covariates would have different effects between therapeutic and social, but remain the same
for two paths toward social no matter whether a country had already liberalized therapeutic or
not and their potential different hazards exist only in their separate baseline hazard rates24. As in
the rare events context, combining two transitions to social liberalization yield a higher precision

24

I conducted the likelihood ratio test between this model and unrestricted model (i.e. separate
coefficients for each path to social) and the result showed that unrestricted model did not improve the
model fit. I also tested proportional hazard assumption using Theraneau and Grambsch method and there
is no evidence that combining two social transitions violates the PH assumption.
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of estimates. Moreover, it also balances out the total number of events between therapeutic and
social and thus facilitates the comparison of coefficients across transitions. To model the effect
of intermediate state (therapeutic) explicitly, I add a duration variable measuring years since
therapeutic liberalization (the so-called semi-Markovian model). The time scale used is historical
calendar year and is set to the “clock forward” meaning that the clock keeps moving forward for
a country even when intermediate events occur. This model is implemented via “mstate” package
in R (de Wreede, Fiocco, and Putter 2011).

RESULT
[Table 4-4] presents the multi-state analyses of abortion liberalization for 198 countries
during 1920-2007. Model 1 includes network variables of BCM only and Model 2 includes
WRM only due to high multi-collinearity mentioned above. The event-specific coefficients are
presented first for the transition from illegal to therapeutic, and then for social liberalization
combining two transitions from illegal and from therapeutic. For countries adopting social
liberalization through the intermediate event (therapeutic), the duration of therapeutic
liberalization is included. All the other variables are included the same.
First of all, WRM centrality has a significantly positive effect on therapeutic and more so
on social liberalization whereas BCM centrality has no significant effect. This provides supports
for hypothesis 1 and 2. Controlling for centrality, the total number of membership in WRM and
BCM does not have positive effects, and the BCM memberships have a negative effect indeed.
This may reflect the birth controllers’ strategy of avoidance in politics and lawmaking. Many
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African countries have extensive membership in BCM network, but their positions are largely
peripheral due to their participation is skewed to regional organizations rather than inter-regional
organizations25. As shown in [Figure 4 -1], African countries have very restrictive laws but these
laws are hardly enforced. Rather than law reform, birth controllers have focused on providing
safe accesses to abortion (Coeytaux 1988; Sullivan 2007). Altogether, these findings confirm that
it is central position in the resolute advocacy network that matters for abortion liberalization,
especially for more radical type.
The following control variables generally show consistent effects between Model 1 and
2. The first control variable is regional prevalence, measuring the average level of liberalization
among neighbors. The regional prevalence has a significant negative effect on therapeutic and no
effect on social. Countries in the region with high prevalence can resist liberalization without
much problem.26 The membership in INGOs is the traditional measure of international linkage
used in the literature and it has a significantly positive effect on therapeutic, but not on social.
This finds support for world polity theory arguing that it is the embeddedness in international
organizations itself that makes countries susceptible to adopt similar policies (Boli and Thomas
1997, 1999) even if they have nothing to do with the particular policies concerned. Yet, the
effect of general INGO membership exists only for less controversial liberalization.

25

The opposite membership pattern is found among some Asian countries in that they participate more in
inter-regional organizations than regional ones and thus have higher centrality with smaller number of
membership.

26

The case of Ireland having the strictest law in the most liberal region is a perfect example. At the time
of writing, Ireland announced an abortion referendum after long fierce debates.
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[Table 4- 4] Multi-State Models of Abortion Liberalization, 1920-2007
Model 1 - BCM
Therapeutic
Social
Centrality – BCM or WRM
Membership – BCM or WRM
Prevalence – Regional
Membership – INGO
Religiona – Catholic
Religiona – Muslim
Religiona – Other
Colonial Legacyb - Britian
Colonial Legacyb – France
Colonial Legacyb – Portugal
Colonial Legacyb – Spain
Colonial Legacyb – USSR
Colonial Legacyb – Other
Independence
Communism
Size
Industrialization

.333
(.220)
-.148*
(.071)
-3.896**
(1.405)
.549***
(.120)
-.623
(.378)
-.335
(.364)
-.268
(.377)
-1.302**
(.474)
-1.652**
(.549)
-1.401
(.887)
-1.327*
(.585)
1.231
(1.033)
-1.114*
(.542)
.330
(.440)
-.191
(.470)
-.172
(.097)
.008
(.006)

Duration of Therapeutic
Observations
Events
Countries
Log Likelihood

Note:

.656
(.397)
-.103
(.065)
1.169
(.932)
.134
(.178)
-.704*
(.324)
-1.168**
(.387)
-.155
(.319)
-.486
(.435)
-1.239
(.714)
-.488
(1.198)
-1.415
(.866)
1.901*
(.770)
.183
(.578)
-.966
(1.094)
1.169**
(.431)
.098
(.137)
.022
(.017)
.028*
(.014)

15,190
76/74
198
-608.285

a

Model 2 - WRM
Therapeutic
Social
.824*
(.333)
-.033
(.044)
-5.116***
(1.352)
.410*
(.174)
-.600
(.345)
-.097
(.380)
-.096
(.388)
-1.358**
(.463)
-1.596**
(.564)
-1.312
(.902)
-1.510*
(.595)
1.951*
(.960)
-.987
(.528)
.335
(.459)
.123
(.561)
-.334***
(.090)
.007
(.005)

15,190
76/74
198
-600.484

Reference category: Protestant, b Reference category: No colonial legacy
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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1.265**
(.407)
-.073
(.045)
.694
(1.061)
-.049
(.179)
-.424
(.308)
-.809*
(.387)
.151
(.307)
-.512
(.400)
-1.123
(.713)
-.796
(1.265)
-1.635
(.901)
2.130**
(.755)
.090
(.530)
-1.093
(1.181)
1.629***
(.450)
.065
(.110)
.024
(.015)
.023
(.013)

Domestic factors show very distinctive patterns depending on the level of liberalization.
First, in terms of therapeutic liberalization, Catholic and Muslim countries do not show
statistically significant negative coefficients than Protestant countries, but Muslim countries are
significantly less likely to liberalize social abortions as well as Catholics but to a lesser extent.
Second, colonial legacies have very powerful influences on liberalization. Compared to countries
never experienced colonialism, all colonies except the former USSR are less likely to liberalize
therapeutic abortions, although Portugal colonies do not reach the significance level. Colonial
legacies do not have significant effects on social liberalization although the directions are
negative. In contrast, Former USSR shows a strong positive effect on therapeutic and on social to
a greater extent, but it fails to reach the significance level for therapeutic abortion when BCM
was included27. Other control variables do not show consistent influences, but again communist
countries are more likely to liberalize social abortions.
Having found how main variables influence liberalization, [Table 4-5] and [Table 4-6]
add several interaction effects. Model 2-12 include the full sets of variables, but only relevant
variables are highlighted while all the other variables are reported in the [Appendix A1] and [A2]
(the results virtually remain the same28). The sample size and the number of events are reduced
for [Table 4-5] because data on domestic interest groups are available only after 1945. [Table 46] utilizes the original data since 1920.

27

Former USSR countries have negative correlations with all the BCM and WRM measures, but they
have stronger negative correlations with BCM than WRM.

28

The only notable difference is that industrialization becomes significant for social liberalization in the
models for 1945-2007 periods.
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[Table 4- 5] Multi-state Models of the Effects of Domestic Interest Groups and Their Interactions
with Centrality on abortion liberalization, 1945-2007
BCM
WRM
Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Therapeutic Liberalization
BCM Centrality

.172
(.317)

-.078
(.305)

WRM Centrality
Physicians

.031
(.223)
.020
(.031)

Female legislators
BCM Centrality X Physicians

.202
(.236)
.014
(.031)
.631***
(.189)

1.104*
(.488)
-.062
(.247)
.019
(.031)

WRM Centrality X Female legislators

1.055*
(.474)
-.074
(.227)
.002
(.029)

-.067*
(.027)

Social Liberalization
BCM Centrality

.694
(.466)

.518
(.463)

WRM Centrality
Physicians

.033
(.124)
.059***
(.016)

Female legislators
BCM Centrality X Physicians

.139
(.139)
.054**
(.017)
.286*
(.127)

1.214**
(.425)
-.016
(.119)
.061***
(.018)

WRM Centrality X Female legislators

1.279**
(.444)
-.022
(.116)
.066***
(.018)

.028
(.018)

Observations
12,026
12,026
No. of events
66/73
66/73
No. of countries
195
195
Loglik
-551.9
-544.3
Note: For all the other variables, see [Appendix A-1]
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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12,026
66/73
195
-545.8

12,026
66/73
195
-542.2

[Table 4-5] tests the effect of domestic interest groups and their interaction with
centralities. To start, model 3 and 5 add two domestic interest groups to the previous models. As
expected, a higher number of domestic physicians does not produce any significant positive
coefficients whereas female legislators show a significant positive effect on social liberalization,
providing partial evidence to hypothesis 3. Next the model 4 and 6 add interaction effects
between centralities and domestic groups with which the international advocacy networks share
interests. First, the interaction between BCM centrality and physicians have significantly positive
effects both on therapeutic and social, and its effect is stronger on therapeutic. However, there is
no positive effect from the interaction between WRM centrality and female legislators, and the
interaction has rather a negative influence on therapeutic29 These findings together support
hypothesis 4 stating that for WRM with resolute agreement on legalization, centrality and
domestic actors exert independent influences whereas ambivalent BCM needs both factors
operating dependently. Hypothesis 5 is also supported so that the interaction between BCM
centrality and domestic physicians exerts stronger influence on therapeutic than social
liberalization.
Finally, [Table 4-6] answers to the question of how countries respond to liberalizations
happened in the other countries. In the theory section, I argue that a successful
institutionalization needs to be beyond the direct consequences of advocacy works and the

29

Based on the transitional probability, the negative interaction between WRM centrality and female
legislators indicates that countries with high values on both variables are more likely to adopt social at
one go instead of doing so one at a time, so that the coefficient is negative for therapeutic (transitional
probabilities available upon request).
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practice should be accepted by more institutionalized processes such as the prevalence of prior
adopters. However, as model 7 and model 10 show, there is virtually no network prevalence
influence on any liberalization and thus no support for hypothesis 6. Regional prevalence of
social liberalization shows a positive sign30, but failed to reach the significant level. Simply put,
countries are not affected by how prevalent the liberalization is among their network partners or
neighbors.
However, the analyses of network connectivity reveal very interesting patterns. Now I
measure the influence from other adopters depending on the other country’s network position.
The hypothesis 7 predicts that it is the central adopters in BCM that lead other countries to
follow suit because it mitigates the uncertainty among hesitant countries. The model 8 and 9
support such hypothesis. The connectivity with central adopters in BCM has a significantly
positive impact on social liberalization. It means that if a country is strongly connected with
liberal countries having central position in BCM, it is more willing to undergo the most radical
forms of liberalization. And the last hypothesis 8 predicts the opposite pattern regarding the
WRM by arguing that it is the peripheral adopters in WRM that lead other countries to jump on
the wagon because it signals the resistance is not feasible anymore. Model 11 and 12 support
such hypothesis. The connectivity with peripheral adopts in WRM has a significantly positive
influence on therapeutic abortion. It indicates that if a country is strongly connected with
peripheral countries having liberal laws in WRM, it is more likely to abandon its restrictive law.

30

Some argue that the diffusion of high-risky practices require mutual reassurance within closeknit communities (Centola and Macy 2007; Davis and Greve 1997)
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[Table 4- 6] Multi-State Models for Network Prevalence and Connectivity by Adopter Network
Positions, 1920-2007

Model 7

BCM
Model 8

Model 9

WRM
Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

Therapeutic Liberalization
Prevalence – BCM or WRM

-2.748*
(1.265)

Connectivity with peripheral
adopters – BCM or WRM
Connectivity with central
adopters – BCM or WRM
Regional prevalence

-2.958*
(1.270)
.003
(.009)

-4.063** -4.007**
(1.384)
(1.418)

-3.275*
(1.358)

-1.569
(1.512)

-2.044
(1.611)
.018*
(.009)

.004
(.004)
-3.963**
(1.413)

-5.024***
(1.350)

-4.602***
(1.351)

-11.435**
(4.173)

-6.402**
(2.337)

-7.343**
(2.447)
.020
(.017)

-1.178
(1.619)

-.001
(.002)
-5.218***
(1.354)

Social Liberalization
Prevalence – BCM or WRM

-4.716
(3.352)

Connectivity with peripheral
adopters – BCM or WRM
Connectivity with central
adopters – BCM or WRM
Regional prevalence
Observations
No. of events
No. of countries
Log Likelihood

-2.596
(3.609)
-.029
(.019)

1.364
(1.013)

1.022
(1.056)

.012**
(.004)
1.660
(.884)

15,190
76/74
198
-605.3

15,190
76/74
198
-604.1

15,190
76/74
198
-60.3

-8.454**
(2.734)

1.062
(1.119)

1.103
(1.079)

.005
(.003)
.949
(1.088)

15,190
76/74
198
-597.1

15,190
76/74
198
-594.9

15,190
76/74
198
-595.7

Note: For all the other variables, see [Appendix A-2]
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

DISCUSSION
This chapter started with the question of why liberalization of abortion has been so
contested and far from being successfully institutionalized even with relatively a high level of
adoption. Findings from this study provides several answers to that question. First, two advocacy
groups, BCM and WRM, have not taken concerted actions in the liberalization movement
primarily because of their competitive relationship driven by the differences in the constituents
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they serve and the collective identities they develop. WRM, the strongest contenders of
liberalization, has conceptualized liberal abortion as reproductive right of women, which is
fundamental for full realization of self-determination. Yet, WRM as a typical case of
“transnational advocacy network” (Keck and Sikkink (1999) has weak organizational capacities
and employs more contentious and disruptive tactics. On the contrary, BCM having more
affluent resources and professional orientations has approached liberal abortion as a means to
remove obstacles in exercising their expertise and authority as service providers. However, BCM
maintains its ambiguous stance toward legalization and has been mostly opportunistic in the
liberalization movement. Second, centrality in WRM network is the most influential factor in
liberalization, and central countries in WRM tend to prefer more controversial social
liberalization. However, central liberalizers in WRM do not influence other countries to jump on
the bandwagon and average countries can just turn away without much problem. Third, countries
in BCM are more likely to adopt liberal abortion policy when their central peers have done so,
but BCM centrality in and of itself does not predict policy adoption. Central countries in BCM
do liberalize abortion when they have a large number of domestic physicians who may have a
direct interest in liberalization. However central countries in BCM are more concentrated in
developing countries than those in WRM and thus their ability to expand the number of
physicians is limited.
My findings also suggest several implications for strategies for successful liberalization.
The first is to encourage countries to participate more in INGOs. Participation in INGOs, even if
these organizations have nothing to do with abortion policy, has a positive impact on therapeutic
liberalization. Having linkages to the world polity may provide more neutral channels for
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communication and interaction which will increase a country’s susceptibility to liberalization.
Second, WRM needs to work more with peripheral countries because the changes taking place in
those countries will have more far-reaching influence. Last but not least, it would be necessary to
build a more cooperative relationship with BCM and to persuade birth controllers that
legalization is imperative. In fact, all of these suggestions imply that liberalization movements
need to reduce the level of contestedness and to find more mainstream and institutionalized
channels for influence. In short, this study supports my theoretical argument that institutional
contestations facilitate the diffusion of controversial policies at an early stage of the process, but
may hinder successful institutionalization at a later stage. More research is warranted to confirm
this argument about the dynamic relationship between contestation, diffusion, and
institutionalization in other domains of legal reform, such as gay marriage or the death penalty
that exhibit a high level of political contestation during the diffusion process.
Another fruitful direction for future research would be the examination of how contested
diffusion contributes to the crystallization of boundaries between adopters and non-adopters.
Heated political contestation tends to sharpen the distinction between supporters and nonsupporters, and to force bystanders to choose a side. This study finds that when a practice is
selectively embraced by certain categories of adopters such as central or Western countries, and
thus there are clear boundaries of collective identities along the line of polarized categories
between adopters and non-adopters (e.g., central vs peripheral, or Western vs non-Western
countries, many of which were former colonies), the impetus for adoption among non-adopters is
not very strong. One theorem in the institutionalization literature is that as diffusion processes
proceed, categories of adopters should become more heterogeneous, (Tolbert and Zucker 1996)
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while the expression of diversity among adopters is suppressed (Bitektine and Haack 2015). This
way, the practice is believed to be applicable across various kinds of settings and becomes a
standard. Therefore, it would be interesting to examine whether the potential in the
institutionalization of controversial practices would differ depending on how the diffusion
homogenizes or heterogenizes the population of potential adopters.
The last possibility for future research is suggested by the limitation of this study. This
study does not measure the level of opponent activities and treats the extent of resistance as
constant by using time-invariant variables of religion and colonial legacy. Churches have been
fairly constant in their complete opposition to abortion, at least during the period of time
considered in this study (Barzelatto 2003), and the anti-abortion (the so-called “pro-life”)
movement became international only after the 1980s with the founding of Human Life
International, which has now members from 125 countries. However, incorporating the countermobilization activities of opponents would give us a broader picture of contestation and
liberalization (De Bakker et al. 2013; Schneiberg, King, and Smith 2008). A recent episode
involving Pope Francis suggests the possibility of varying levels of opponents. Pope Francis
offered for the first time a lenient statement regarding abortion, by which he allowed all priests
to forgive abortion “as a widening of the church’s mercy” and delivered a somewhat
“understanding tone toward women who have had an abortion” (Burke 2015). Although it is a
temporary policy and only the future will tell if it was a single idiosyncratic event or a trigger for
more dramatic changes, even such a piecemeal change may help reduce the level of contestation
surrounding abortion.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION

This dissertation traces the emergence, change, and institutionalization of two
reproductive policies in the world during the twentieth century. I summarize briefly the history
of maternity leave policy and the liberalization of abortion, highlighting the role of institutional
environments and agencies. After WWI, which produced a myriad of social and demographic
problems (Dublin 1945), reproduction became a public matter needing policy intervention. The
ILO made the protection of maternity one of the most pressing issues for transnational
cooperation by drafting two conventions, the Maternity treaty and Night-work treaty in 1919.
Under these policies, women were categorized along with children as needing special protection
from harm in their employment. In parallel, a small number of social reformers coming from
diverse backgrounds such as socialists, feminists, and birth controllers started to promote birth
control for causes like crusade against poverty or voluntary motherhood, but they faced severe
condemnation. Abortion became liberalized first in the Soviet Union in 1920, followed by some
European countries in the 1930s.
It was after WWII that these policies underwent dramatic changes. With the
establishment of the United Nations and human rights as its governing principle, women were
transformed from a distinctive category to a category of individuals who needed to be
incorporated into all domains of the public sphere. Under this framework, the night-work treaty
preventing women from working in certain industries and night shifts lost its validity and became
deinstitutionalized. The maternity treaty, however, was transformed into a gender equality policy
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enabling women’s participation in the labor market, and expanded through the introduction of
anti-discriminatory provisions and a gender-neutral idea of parental leave. Maternity leave policy
has since been widely adopted and 88 percent of countries now provide maternity leave, but most
of them implement the policy without formally ratifying the treaty. This is because the smooth
cooperation processes in the institutionalization of maternity policy ironically diminished the
expressive benefits of the maternity treaty. Abortion policy also underwent dramatic changes
after WWII. Liberalization activists split into two separate movements and developed
contentious relationships based on their different collective identities. Birth controllers took the
route to medicalization and professionalization, and became disassociated from radical
movements. It then became infused with national development ideology and implemented
population control policies on newly independent and developing countries. Feminists, on the
other hand, became more radicalized through articulating women’s rights as distinct from the
abstract concept of human rights. They framed liberal abortion as women’s reproductive rights
under the concept of sexual self-determination and promoted the idea of “abortion on request.”
However, the reproductive rights framework cannot solve fundamental questions such as if
embryos and fetuses have rights and thus could not mute the counter-movement arguing
“abortion is murder.” While liberalization movements have achieved notable success in the
diffusion of policies, abortion is still highly contested and faces backlash in restrictive legislation
and court decisions.
With these historical changes in the background, my empirical chapters analyze states'
behaviors regarding two types of reproductive policy by utilizing extensive data on the whole
population of countries. Specifically, I analyze the ratification of maternity and night-work
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treaties and the denunciation of the night-work treaty of 189 countries over the course of
approximately one century (1920-2014) in Chapter 2. And then in Chapter 3, I examine the
effectiveness of maternity treaty on domestic maternity leave policy by measuring generosity of
maternity leave of 182 countries during the period 1958-2014. Chapter 4 investigates two types
of liberalization, therapeutic and social liberalization, among 198 countries from 1920-2007.
Analyses show two key findings: 1) the importance of motivations and interests of actors in the
institutionalization process, and 2) the contingent effects of networks in the diffusion process.
First, this dissertation finds the consistent importance of the motivations and interests of
actors across multiple levels when explaining their conformity to normative pressures. Chapter 2
shows that states committed to the norms of labor rights through many ILO ratifications are more
likely to ratify maternity and night work treaties, and are also highly likely to denounce the
night-work treaty when its legitimacy is challenged leading to the de-institutionalization of the
night-work treaty. On the other hand, states having central positions in the IGO network are also
more likely to participate in symbolic behaviors of treaty ratification because they have a greater
incentive to appear as cooperative members in the international community, but they are not
interested in changing norms by denouncing the troubled night-work treaty. These motivations of
states also matter when it comes to policy implementation (Chapter 3) because committed states
provide more generous policy in addition to any direct effects of the treaty. These consistent
behaviors by committed states support the socialization theory that views state conformity
behavior as an outcome of norm internalization cultivated through interactions within a
normative community like the ILO (Checkel 1998; Simmons 2009). Yet world culture theorists
are also right in predicting ceremonial behaviors by states that may have neither internalized the
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norm nor intended to comply with it (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005; Hafner-Burton et al.
2008; Hathaway 2002; Lim and Tsutsui 2011). In my analyses, there are two types of states that
engaged with the two ILO treaties in a more symbolic way: central countries in the IGO network
and newly independent countries. And while both types of countries are more likely to ratify the
ILO treaties, they do not necessarily provide more generous policy. In fact, IGO centrality
significantly lowers generosity level (although it has a positive effect on provision) and being a
newly independent state has no influence on policy. Based on these findings, I argue that the
tendency toward ceremonial conformity is dependent on the status of states. The benefits of
symbolic conformity on the reputation of states is higher at both ends of the status spectrum as
they are more visible than ordinary states. To conclude, socialization and world culture theorists
both adequately explain state conformity behaviors because states have different motivations in
responding to normative pressures. However, these motivations are not observable and have not
be tested rigorously by using crude measures like regional density. With more refined measures
and varied types of dependent variables, this dissertation enhances our understanding of state
conformity behaviors.
This dissertation also demonstrates how the interests and identities of actors shapes their
cognitions and courses of action. The contentious relationship between feminists and birth
controllers vividly reveals this point. They started in a cooperative relationship for the realization
of their common cause, the promotion of birth control. However, birth controllers, being service
providers, and feminists interested in advancing women’s interests as service recipients have
different collective identities and developed different ways of theorizing abortion. Birth
controllers’ primary interest with abortion liberalization was to enhance service provision by
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removing legal obstacles for exercising their expertise and authority and by improving women’s
access to “safe” abortions (conducted by licensed professionals in medical settings vs traditional
methods). They theorized liberal abortion as women’s reproductive health but were less
interested in the authorization of women’s rights, which was the primary concern of feminists
who understand liberal abortion as a woman’s fundamental right in exercising her selfdetermination. Chapter 4 shows that while the international feminist movement and female
politicians are the main driving factors in the diffusion of liberalization, birth controllers have
acted opportunistically in the following ways. First, the international birth control movement and
domestic physicians do not exert any independent influence except when two factors are at work:
First, countries having central positions in BCM adopt liberal policy only when they have a large
number of domestic physicians. Second, birth controllers exert a stronger influence on the
liberalization of therapeutic abortion which gives more authority to medical professionals than in
the case of more radical types of liberalization, under which women can have more authority in
abortion decisions. These findings suggest that institutional processes can also be political
processes through which diverse actors advance their causes to improve their material conditions
and status as well as to promote positive collective identities and belief systems of their own
(Creed et al. 2002; Dobbin and Kelly 2007; Maguire et al. 2004; Stryker 2000).
The second key finding of this dissertation is the contingent effects of networks in the
diffusion process. First of all, it is network position rather than the number of network ties that
affects a state’s susceptibility to international environments. The superior influence of network
position over the number of network ties is found across three different types of international
organizational networks: international governmental organizations, women’s right movement
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organizations, and birth control movement organizations. Second, the context of networks also
matters. When a practice is not aligned well with actors and norms in the network, the central
position in the network is not the locus of diffusion. The network centrality of the birth control
movement, which has been ambivalent with respect to liberalization, does not exert independent
influence on a country’s adoption of liberal policy, while the network centrality of the women’s
rights movement has a strong and radical effect on liberalization. Finally, countries attach
different meanings to the same events occurring in other countries depending on the network
positions of those countries. Liberalization by a country central in the birth control network is
interpreted as attractive evidence that reduces uncertainty among laggards, whereas the same
event happening in a country central in the women’s rights network is interpreted as a natural
occurrence and does little to affect laggards. It is, rather, the liberalization of a country peripheral
in the women's rights network that is more likely to affect laggards as this is seen as an evidence
that resistance is no longer feasible.
Finally, I suggest two directions for future research based on the findings of my
dissertation. First, it will be important to examine how states participate in international
organizations. Recent studies have shown significant and strong influences of interorganizational
networks on state behaviors in various domains such as interstate conflicts, trade,
democratization, neoliberal policy, and human rights (Alcacer and Ingram 2013; Cao 2009,
2012; Gartzke, Li, and Boehmer 2001; Henisz, Zelner, and Guillén 2005; Ingram, Robinson, and
Busch 2005; Simmons 2009; Torfason and Ingram 2010). Yet the issue of how states come to
have their network ties in the first place is a black box. There are no studies directly examining
how states form, maintain and dissolve their ties with other states. A systemic investigation of
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micro-level dynamics that drive network formation, such as homophily, preferential attachment
or network closure, will enhance our understanding about the macro configuration of interstate
networks we observe today.
Second, for a fuller understanding of the extent to which these reproductive policies are
institutionalized, future research is warranted regarding how these policies are practiced and
reproduced at multiple levels. An institutionalized practice needs to be integrated into existing
modes of reproduction by embedding it into routines, structures and cultures. At the structural
level, future study can examine how these policies are incorporated with other institutions, for
instance social insurance systems and human resource management in the case of maternity
leave, and medical insurance in the abortion case. At the level of routines, we need to study how
these policies are put into practice by looking at the level of take-up of maternity leave and
accessibility to abortion services. Finally, cultural meanings attached to these practices are
another lens through which we can gain deeper understanding about institutionalization. If
abortions are severely stigmatized or a woman taking maternity leave faces harsh criticism from
employers and colleagues, we cannot say that these practices are highly institutionalized.
To conclude, my dissertation sheds light on the political processes in the
institutionalization of reproductive policies. Actors with different interests and motivations form
cooperative or contentions relationships over the course of institutionalization to realize their
goals. The goals could be the establishment of norms they believe in, changes of norms they
disfavor, or the increase of their own status and power. However, their strategic actions are also
constrained by historical contingencies, path-dependencies, and other actors in the same field.
This continuous struggle fuels the engine of institutional changes.
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[Appendix A-1] All the other variables from [Table 4-5]
BCM
Model 3
Model 4

WRM
Model 5
Model 6

-.151
(.083)
-2.518
(1.630)
-4.555**
(1.662)
.816***
(.195)
-.498
(.414)
-.229
(.389)
-.221
(.399)
-1.114
(.615)
-1.480*
(.669)
-1.384
(.974)
-1.285*
(.647)
1.737
(1.033)
-1.347*
(.663)
.042
(.557)
-.339
(.534)
-.151
(.100)
.008
(.005)

-.075
(.054)
-2.480
(1.680)
-5.420**
(1.670)
.533*
(.253)
-.522
(.365)
-.038
(.395)
-.057
(.407)
-1.116
(.605)
-1.380*
(.674)
-1.211
(.960)
-1.473*
(.667)
2.284*
(1.021)
-1.181
(.642)
.063
(.637)
.213
(.653)
-.317***
(.095)
.008
(.005)

Therapeutic Liberalization
Membership – BCM or WRM
Prevalence – BCM or WRM
Regional prevalence
INGO membership
Religiona – Catholic
Religiona – Muslim
Religiona – Other
Colonial Legacyb - Britian
Colonial Legacyb – France
Colonial Legacyb – Portugal
Colonial Legacyb – Spain
Colonial Legacyb – USSR
Colonial Legacyb – Other
Independence
Communism
Size
Industrialization
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-.219*
(.090)
-2.017
(1.720)
-5.060**
(1.636)
.756***
(.207)
-.564
(.390)
-.252
(.376)
-.188
(.396)
-1.333*
(.627)
-1.695*
(.673)
-1.862
(.984)
-1.455*
(.613)
2.483**
(.861)
-1.561*
(.652)
.196
(.620)
-.583
(.577)
-.168
(.099)
.011
(.006)

-.010
(.057)
-2.674
(1.611)
-5.357***
(1.608)
.545*
(.229)
-.716
(.397)
-.160
(.385)
-.242
(.394)
-1.215*
(.587)
-1.469*
(.666)
-1.444
(.937)
-1.437*
(.677)
2.028
(1.061)
-1.224
(.635)
.075
(.600)
-.057
(.708)
-.317***
(.094)
.008
(.005)

[Appendix A-1] (Continued)
Social Liberalization
Membership – BCM or WRM
Prevalence – BCM or WRM
Regional prevalence
INGO membership
Religiona – Catholic
Religiona – Muslim
Religiona – Other
Colonial Legacyb - Britian
Colonial Legacyb – France
Colonial Legacyb – Portugal
Colonial Legacyb – Spain
Colonial Legacyb – USSR
Colonial Legacyb – Other
Independence
Communism
Size
Industrialization
Duration

-.058
(.077)
-5.693
(3.477)
.795
(.956)
.060
(.162)
-.578
(.324)
-1.013*
(.406)
.138
(.313)
-.425
(.413)
-1.090
(.680)
-.597
(1.178)
-1.496
(.840)
1.770**
(.616)
.059
(.544)
-1.994
(1.427)
.623
(.400)
.056
(.132)
.030*
(.014)
.040**
(.015)

Note: a Reference category: Protestant,
b
Reference category: No colonial legacy
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-.110
(.075)
-4.609
(3.455)
.492
(1.012)
-.019
(.159)
-.665*
(.324)
-.969*
(.403)
.204
(.298)
-.465
(.405)
-1.189
(.670)
-.779
(1.165)
-1.388
(.819)
2.057***
(.623)
-.023
(.558)
-1.766
(1.286)
.522
(.419)
.106
(.131)
.030*
(.013)
.039*
(.015)

-.056
(.047)
-7.325**
(2.458)
.751
(1.010)
-.046
(.146)
-.289
(.306)
-.686
(.421)
.428
(.321)
-.371
(.392)
-.903
(.696)
-.763
(1.179)
-1.570
(.871)
1.944***
(.589)
-.056
(.504)
-2.400*
(1.187)
1.051**
(.400)
.058
(.102)
.030*
(.012)
.040**
(.015)

-.097
(.059)
-7.151**
(2.415)
.786
(1.055)
-.063
(.147)
-.178
(.326)
-.591
(.423)
.487
(.337)
-.320
(.409)
-.865
(.710)
-.623
(1.176)
-1.586
(.870)
2.000**
(.630)
-.036
(.517)
-2.466*
(1.229)
1.221**
(.413)
.069
(.102)
.030*
(.012)
.041**
(.015)

[Appendix A-2] All the other variables from [Table 4-6]
WRM
Model 11

Model 12

.417
.426
.430
.916*
1.152**
(.219)
(.219)
(.220)
(.361)
(.399)
-.135*
-.144*
-.184*
-.043
-.111
(.067)
(.068)
(.076)
(.046)
(.064)
-4.063** -4.007** -3.963** -5.024*** -4.602***
(1.384)
(1.418)
(1.413)
(1.350)
(1.351)
.571*** .570*** .565***
.433**
.453**
(.118)
(.118)
(.117)
(.164)
(.153)
-.534
-.543
-.577
-.537
-.595
(.374)
(.377)
(.386)
(.344)
(.348)
-.272
-.272
-.302
-.023
-.062
(.368)
(.368)
(.369)
(.385)
(.387)
-.190
-.198
-.222
-.013
-.062
(.381)
(.383)
(.386)
(.395)
(.401)
-1.128* -1.150* -1.198*
-1.242*
-1.318**
(.486)
(.488)
(.492)
(.492)
(.487)
-1.471** -1.499** -1.535** -1.482*
-1.572**
(.564)
(.566)
(.570)
(.597)
(.589)
-1.226
-1.232
-1.255
-1.217
-1.241
(.894)
(.895)
(.899)
(.908)
(.901)
-1.245* -1.261* -1.331*
-1.424*
-1.455*
(.587)
(.589)
(.601)
(.615)
(.613)
1.240
1.220
1.125
1.891
1.736
(1.014)
(1.012)
(1.042)
(.969)
(.982)
-1.022
-1.035
-1.075*
-.939
-1.000
(.546)
(.547)
(.548)
(.538)
(.535)
-.274
-.285
-.278
-.067
-.048
(.493)
(.489)
(.478)
(.530)
(.519)
-.175
-.171
-.134
.149
.116
(.478)
(.476)
(.469)
(.560)
(.545)
-.174
-.177
-.179
-.326*** -.330***
(.096)
(.097)
(.097)
(.089)
(.091)
.009
.009
.010
.007
.007
(.006)
(.006)
(.005)
(.006)
(.005)

.877*
(.377)
-.015
(.060)
-5.218***
(1.354)
.426*
(.180)
-.474
(.359)
.025
(.390)
.038
(.398)
-1.176*
(.506)
-1.437*
(.605)
-1.179
(.911)
-1.358*
(.620)
2.048*
(.985)
-.874
(.550)
-.045
(.553)
.145
(.573)
-.328***
(.089)
.007
(.006)

Model 7

BCM
Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

Therapeutic Liberalization
Centrality – BCM or WRM
Membership – BCM or WRM
Regional prevalence
INGO membership
Religiona – Catholic
Religiona – Muslim
Religiona – Other
Colonial Legacyb - Britian
Colonial Legacyb – France
Colonial Legacyb – Portugal
Colonial Legacyb – Spain
Colonial Legacyb – USSR
Colonial Legacyb – Other
Independence
Communism
Size
Industrialization
Social Liberalization
Centrality – BCM or WRM
Membership – BCM or WRM
INGO membership

.530
(.377)
-.050
(.075)
.112
(.187)

.548
(.380)
-.002
(.086)
.045
(.206)
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.705
(.379)
-.288**
(.110)
.312
(.172)

1.099**
(.383)
-.037
(.045)
-.021
(.171)

1.190**
(.387)
-.093
(.059)
.031
(.187)

1.420**
(.449)
-.144
(.078)
.053
(.191)

[Appendix A-2] (Continued)
Religiona – Catholic
Religiona – Muslim
Religiona – Other
Colonial Legacyb - Britian
Colonial Legacyb – France
Colonial Legacyb – Portugal
Colonial Legacyb – Spain
Colonial Legacyb – USSR
Colonial Legacyb – Other
Independence
Communism
Size
Industrialization
Duration

-.667*
-.642
-.720*
(.323)
(.330)
(.320)
-1.165** -1.132** -1.090**
(.390)
(.383)
(.375)
-.165
-.147
-.066
(.316)
(.313)
(.325)
-.451
-.363
-.536
(.430)
(.433)
(.439)
-1.121
-1.066
-1.237
(.714)
(.705)
(.721)
-.480
-.510
-.326
(1.203)
(1.204)
(1.244)
-1.418
-1.344
-1.401
(.864)
(.855)
(.880)
1.854* 2.019**
1.369
(.736)
(.717)
(.711)
.122
.170
.125
(.578)
(.580)
(.603)
-2.009
-2.224
-1.610
(1.545)
(1.684)
(1.072)
1.016*
1.000* 1.331**
(.454)
(.463)
(.437)
.082
.108
.065
(.134)
(.135)
(.135)
.021
.020
.022
(.017)
(.017)
(.015)
.029*
.028*
.025*
(.014)
(.014)
(.012)

Note: a Reference category: Protestant,
b
Reference category: No colonial legacy
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-.374
(.303)
-.733
(.392)
.201
(.314)
-.455
(.395)
-.988
(.714)
-.711
(1.245)
-1.585
(.878)
2.097**
(.708)
-.004
(.527)
-2.446
(1.383)
1.520***
(.454)
.046
(.107)
.023
(.015)
.025
(.013)

-.491
(.316)
-.843*
(.383)
.087
(.326)
-.506
(.401)
-1.064
(.730)
-.766
(1.263)
-1.736
(.919)
2.032**
(.702)
-.084
(.541)
-2.206
(1.399)
1.449**
(.451)
.045
(.108)
.022
(.015)
.023
(.013)

-.401
(.311)
-.768*
(.380)
.145
(.319)
-.574
(.414)
-1.058
(.717)
-.827
(1.304)
-1.748
(.921)
2.134**
(.743)
-.132
(.568)
-2.209
(1.325)
1.530***
(.463)
.040
(.109)
.022
(.014)
.020
(.014)

[Appendix B-1] List of International Organizations of Birth Control Movement (BCM)
ASEAN Population Coordination Unit
Asia Oceania Federation of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
Asia Pacific Alliance: Advancing the ICPD
Agenda
Asian Development Bank
Asian Forum of Parliamentarians on Population
and Development
Centre Development and Population Activities
European Association of Gynaecologists and
Obstetricians
European Association of Population Studies
European Board and College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
European Forum of Nursing and Midwifery
Associations
European Midwives Association
European Network Childbirth Associations
European Non-Governmental Organizations for
Sexual and Reproductive Health and
Rights, Population and Development
European Pherology Organizations
Confederation
European Society Contraception and
Reproductive Health
European Society Infectious Diseases in
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
European Society Population Economics
Family Health International
Fédération gynécologues et obstétriciens de
langue française
Federation Scandinavian Societies of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations

International Commission on Historical
Demography
International Confederation of Midwives
International Eugenic Congress
International Federation of Family Health
International Federation of Family Life
Promotion
International Federation of Fertility Socieities
International Federation of Gynecology and
Obstetrics
International Federation of Infantile and
Juvenile Gynaecology
International Federation of Eugenics
Organizations
International Planned Parenthood Federation
International Professional Union of
Gynaecologists and Obstetricians
International Society Obstetrical PsychoProphylaxis
International Society Psychosomatic Obstetrics
and Gynaecology
International society Ultrasound in Obstetrics
and Gynaecology
International Union Scientific Study of
Population
Latin American Demographic Centre
Malthusian League
Nordic Midwives Association
Organization Gestosis
Partners in Population and Development - A
South-South Initiative
Pathfinder international
Regional Institute for Population Studies
Union for African Population Studies
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[Appendix B-1] (Continued)
Institut de formation et de recherche
démographiques
International Association Maternal and
Neonatal Health
Inter-American Parliamentary Group on
Population and Development

World Federation of Health Agencies for the
Advancement of Voluntary Surgical
Contraception
World Health Organization
World League for Sex Reform
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[Appendix B-2] List of International Organizations of Women’s Right Movement (WRM)
Advanced Thematic Network in European
Women's Studies
Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunities
for Women and Men
African Centre for Gender and Social
Development
African Federation of Women Entrepreneurs
African Women's Development and
Communication Network
Arab Women's Solidarity Association
ASEAN Confederation of Women's
Organizations
Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and
Development
Asian Pacific Resource and Research Centre
for Women
Asian Women's Human Rights Council
Associated Country Women of the World
Association des femmes de l'Europe
méridionale
Association des professionnelles africaines de
la communication
Association for Women's Rights in
Development
Association internationale des femmes
francophones
Association of African women for resesarch
and development
Association of Interbalkan Women's
Cooperation Societies
Association of Women of the Mediterranean
Region
Caribbean Association for Feminist Research
and Action
Caribbean Women's Association
Catholics for Choice

Centro de Estudios la Mujer en la Historia de
América Latina
Christian Democrat Feminine International
Christian Democratic Women of America
Coalition Against Trafficking in Women
Comisión Interamericana de Mujeres
Comité directeur pour l'égalité entre les femmes
et les hommes
Committee for Asian Women
Commonwealth Countries' League
Equal Right International
European Association Women in Science,
Engineering and Technology
European Federation of Women working in the
home
European Policy Action Centre on Violence
Against Women
European Union of Women
European Women's Centre for Studies in a
Changing Society
European Women's Lobby
European Women's Management Development
International Network
Fédération internationale culturelle féminine
Federation of African Media Women
Federation of Asia-Pacific Women's
Associations
Female Europeans of Medium and Small
Enterprises
Femmes Africa solidarité
Forum for African Women Educationalists
Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women
Grameen Trust
ICA Women's Committee
Third World Movement Against the
Exploitation of Women
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[Appendix B-2] (Continued)
Central and Eastern European Women's
Network for Sexual and Reproductive
Health and Rights
International Association of Women
Philosophers
International Association of Women in Radio
and Television
International Association of Women Judges
International Association of Women Police
International Bureau for the suppression of
Traffic in Women and Children
International Committee of Women Trade
Unionists
International Community of Women Living
with HIV/AIDS
International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions
International Cooperative Women's Guild
International Council of Women
International Federation for Research in
Women's History
International Federation of Business and
Professional Women
International Federation of Mazdaznan
Women
International Federation of University
Women
International Federation of Women in Legal
Careers
International Federation of Women Lawyers
International Federation of Working Women
International Health Awareness Network
International League of Mothers and Women
Teachers for the Promotion of Peace
International Network of Liberal Women

Inter-African Committee on Traditional
Practices Affecting the Health of Women
and Children
International Alliance of Women
Latin American and Caribbean Feminist
Network Against Domestic and Sexual
Violence
Latin American and Caribbean Women's
Health Network
Latin American Association for the
Development and Integration of Women
Latin American Caribbean Committee
Defense of Women's Rights
Medical Women's International Association
Mediterranean Mothers' Movement
Network of East-West Women
Network of Women Parliamentarians of the
Americas
Network Women in Development Europe
Nordic Association for Women's Studies and
Gender Research
Nordiska Kvinnosaksföreningars
Samorganisation
Older Women's Network - Europe
Open door international
Pacific Foundation for the Advancement of
Women
Pan American Medical Women's Alliance
Pan Pacific and South East Asia Women's
Association
Red de Educación Popular entre Mujeres de
América Latina y el Caribe
Red de Escritoras Latinoamericanas
Regional Conference on Women in Latin
America and the Caribbean
Socialist International Women
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[Appendix B-2] (Continued)
International Network on Feminist
Approaches to Bioethics
International Union of Women Architects
International Women Count Network
International Women's Rights Action Watch
Isis international women's information and
communication service
Isis Women's International Cross Cultural
Exchange
Karat Coalition
Women and Law in Southern Africa Research
Trust
Women for Mutual Security
Women in Europe for a Common Future
Women in Film
Women in Law and Development in Africa
Women World Fellowship
Women's Feature Service
Women's Global Network for Reproductive
Rights
Women's International Democratic
Federation
Women's International League for Peace and

Society for Women and AIDS in Africa
Soroptimist International
Third World Organization for Women in
Science
Volontariato Internazionale Donna
Educazione Sviluppo
Women's International Public Health Network
Women's International Studies Europe
Women's World Banking
Women's World Organization for Rights,
Literature and Development
World Association of Women Entrepreneurs
World Association of Women Journalists and
Writers
World Union of Women for International
Concord
Worldwide Organization of Women's Studies
Zonta International

Freedom
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